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Abstract 
Knitting today is a hobby activity that provides knitters with a sense of 
connectedness with their families' past and of participating in a fundamental element of 
their culture. Knitting's existence in contemporary popular culture demonstrates the 
widespread desire in Western society to make links with an idealized past. This thesis is 
based on interviews with ten knitters, in St. John's, Newfoundland, analysis of the objects 
they produce and observations of a regular gathering of knitters. 
This study has found, knitters emphasize the importance of the act of knitting, as 
well as the importance of producing functional objects. Contemporary hobby knitters 
preserve tradition by continuing to use the same techniques as have a long tradition of use 
in their families and their communities. However, knitters strive to make hand knit 
objects functional for today's users by conforming to contemporary fashion trends and 
using modern materials. Migrating away from, and back to, Newfoundland has had the 
effect of solidifying some knitters' sense of knitting as symbolic ofNewfoundland 
culture. Knitting also offers today's frequently migrating urbanites comfort by providing 
a sense of belonging to a universal culture that goes beyond the sense of belonging to a 
particular place or time. Furthermore, the contemporary phenomenon of knitting as a 
hobby reflects the strength of the knitting tradition in Newfoundland, despite the 
influence of external culture, such as printed patterns, and hobby knitters today contribute 
to the evolution of Newfoundland knitting. My aim is to discover how women today are 
using traditional knowledge as a force for social change. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
This thesis is about hobby knitting as a popular culture phenomenon, as a way of 
producing material culture, and as a promoter of cultural continuity and social cohesion. 
My research was based on a case study of a public knitting event, called 'Knit Out 
Night,' that has been taking place in St. John's, Newfoundland, since March 2005, and 
my conversations with ten hobby knitters, whom I interviewed individually, two to four 
times each for at least an hour. I recorded five, two hour long, Knit Out evenings in 2005 
and 2006. My objectives were to discover why young, hip1 urban people today choose to 
knit in their leisure time; to discover the link between knitting today and knitting in the 
past; and to document knitters' experiences, their productions and their practices. 
The purpose of this introductory chapter is to define hobby knitting and to clearly 
enunciate my objectives in this research and writing process. I will provide background 
information about my personal involvement with knitting both for solitary pleasure and 
as a social activity. That background information will reveal my perspectives. For the 
purposes of providing context for this research, I will summarise the key writings on 
knitting in Newfoundland which precede this study of hobby knitting. I will also situate 
my interest in hobby craft among writings on studio/professional craft in contemporary 
culture. Next, I will explain how I conducted field research and briefly introduce my 
informants. Finally, I will provide an outline of the chapters of this thesis. 
My study of knitting focuses on individuals' practices and their thoughts about 
knitting. I have followed Simon J. Bronner's suggestion, "Studying behaviour, the doing 
of craft, is an effective way for the student of culture to get at thought and idea- at mind" 
1 I use the word hip to mean being aware of and conforming to the latest fashions and pop culture trends. 
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(xi); and Gerald L. Pocius' direction to scholars to "pay attention to the fabrication of 
cultural activities into traditions that are marketed in the modem world in order to create 
artifactual connections to perceived pasts and people" (1997, 18). I write from the 
perspective of a hobby knitter, as well as an academic folklorist. 
Hobby knitting throughout this thesis refers to the contemporary leisure practice 
of creating textile garments, and other objects, using knitting techniques. Knitting- a 
centuries' old process- is the production of interlocking loops of fibre to create fabric 
and shape it into garments or other domestic items. Unlike knitters in previous times, 
who knit to meet basic needs, today's hobby knitters use the process to fulfill a variety of 
emotional needs, including relaxation, recreation and connection with older people and 
previous ways of life. Most hobby knitters today are women, but some men also knit 
recreationally. I use the term knitting events to signify social gatherings where the main 
activity is knitting and most, if not all, of the participants are hobby knitters; these events 
occur both in public places and in private settings. While eight of my ten informants said 
that they enjoy the social aspects of knitting events, they also take pleasure in knitting as 
a solitary pastime. 
Knitting is believed to have been brought by crusaders from Egypt to Europe, 
where the craft was first practiced by men and was so esteemed as to merit the formation 
of knitting guilds (Hansen 1990, 47). However, once knitting was transferred to women 
it was practiced domestically, the guilds dissolved and the work was no longer monetarily 
rewarded. European settlers then brought knitted goods and knitting to North America. 
In her 1990 doctoral thesis, Robin Orm Hansen wrote, "by the twentieth century the 
women's rights movement had neglected to think about preserving this set of women's 
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knowledge" (75) and as a result a "residue of disinterest, discomfort and condescension" 
(76) surrounds knitting in Western culture today. That said, despite the negative image of 
knitting and the increase in consumer goods that has eliminated the necessity of 
producing knitwear domestically, people have continued to knit as a leisure activity. 
I was introduced to knitting and other crafts by my grandmothers when I was a 
child. I remember my mothers' mother teaching me to knit when I was nine years old, 
when she came to visit shortly after my youngest sister was born. However, I grew up in 
Prince Edward Island, which is thousands of kilometres away from my grandmothers, 
who lived in Ontario and British Columbia, so I did not have regular encouragement to 
knit. In addition, I sensed my culture valued physical and intellectual activities, such as 
sports and reading, more than spending time doing crafts. Like many of the hobby 
knitters I have spoken with over the course of this research, I did not sustain my interest 
in knitting as a child. It was not until I was on the threshold of independence, the 
summer between my graduation from high school and my first year of university, when I 
was nineteen years old, in 1997, that I began knitting as a hobby. Now that I think back 
to that time, I recognize that I was struggling to demonstrate to myself and to my family 
my capability in the world. Spending over eighty dollars for enough yam for my first 
project, a cardigan sweater, was a symbol of independence, of self-determination, and of 
taking the plunge into the next phase of my life, which I would create according to my 
own abilities. I chose a challenging pattern with a variety of stitches to complement the 
high quality, expensive pure woollen yarn I bought. 
By the time I arrived at McGill University, in September, I had had enough 
downtime at work over the summer to complete the body of the sweater. Throughout the 
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fall and winter I carried my knitting around with me and worked on the sleeves whenever 
I had time. At this point I continued to be aware of some of the sorts of negative attitudes 
toward knitting that Hansen identified (noted above), although on the positive side, I 
received requests from fellow students for me to teach them to knit. In 1999, I began 
hosting a weekly social gathering at the McGill Women's Union called the Textile Arts 
Revival, for students to help and inspire one another to do craft projects. The most 
popular activity at these gatherings was knitting; some people came to learn to knit and 
those who already knew how to knit came to spend time knitting with others. I wondered 
what inspired middle-class young women to knit, and whether living away from the 
influences of family and tradition, in an urban, academic context, had anything to do with 
their choice to knit as a leisure activity. 
Whenever I talk about my research on contemporary hobby knitting, either in 
academic or social settings, I am presented with new accounts of people's experiences 
with knitting and their recollections of people they know, or have known, who knit. This 
topic is fascinating to both knitters and non-knitters because it provides an example of 
how people relate to their culture: they can identify members of previous generations 
who knit and also contemporary knitters. The exchanges of information that ensue allow 
people to recognize their common culture and to relate to one another personally. 
I have been encouraged to recognize my study of contemporary hobby knitting as 
relevant and to take a feminist approach by Pauline Greenhill and Diane Tye's assertion 
that studying "traditional knowledge can assist in social change in affording women a 
stronger voice in developing our own destinies, as we come to understand how we have 
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always sought [power in public and private spheres] and how we have sometimes 
achieved it" (329). 
Methodology and Approach 
In conducting my research, I have employed the material culture mode of 
investigation. This is to say, I have focused on objects to explore cultural questions 
(Schlereth 1992, 27). Thomas J. Schlereth advocates the collection of three kinds of 
knowledge about culture via objects: (1) referential knowledge, which is gained by 
seeing pictures of or reading references to examples of the object of study; (2) mediated 
knowledge from hearing accounts of the object from those who use it; and (3) gaining 
experiential knowledge by actually interacting with the object (Schlereth 1982, 62). The 
fieldwork component of this research was conducted mainly from October to December 
2005, with follow-up meetings with informants in February and April 2006. I used 
information sheets about my study and consent forms approved by the Memorial 
University of Newfoundland Ethics Council in order to insure that everyone whose 
personal information or comments I considered provided informed consent for 
participation in this research. I interviewed each often knitters individually, one to three 
times each, in order to gain mediated knowledge of hobby knitting from their 
perspectives. In keeping with the behavioralistic orientation to material culture studies, 
which "assumes that each individual is unique in his or her beliefs, values, skills, and 
motivations" (Schlereth 1982, 58), over the span of my fieldwork I paid close attention, 
to details of my informants' personal lives, such as their family situations. By taking 
note of other elements, beyond knitting, of my informants lives, I have learned how 
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knitting fits in with their other values, beliefs and behaviours. I obtained referential 
knowledge by reading knitting books and magazines; in addition, I met with my 
informants in their homes whenever possible and photographed knitted objects they had 
produced; and I made experiential contact with hobby knitting by participating in and 
recording Knit Out Night gatherings at a store called Wool Trends, and by knitting with 
my informants in coffee shops, bars and in their homes. 
Unlike many diachronic studies of distinct cultural groups' artistic expressions 
(e.g., Salvador; Price), which analyse the socio-economic and demographic factors which 
have contributed to changes in materials, techniques and aesthetics over time, this study 
is synchronic. I have studied ten hobbyists' experience with knitting (and crochet) and 
have considered as much personal information about their lives as possible. I have 
allowed my image of traditional Newfoundland knitting to be shaped by my informants' 
images of what is traditional, but I have not focused on judging the differences between 
the knitted items produced by hobbyists today and those produced in the past. Eli Bartra 
warns that focusing more on objects than on the artists who create them would be a 
mistake (7); and Joyce Ice asserts that studying the "process is as important as the 
product" in feminist readings of material culture (221). 
My approach to studying hobby knitting is feminist because my aim is to discover 
how women today are using traditional knowledge as a force for social change (Greenhill 
and Tye 329). At the outset of this research, my primary interest was to learn the 
significance of women choosing to knit today in view of the past when practically all 
women had to knit to produce necessary clothing for their families. By focusing on 
material culture -this is to say, the objects knitters produce and their production context 
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rather than printed patterns - I have avoided the use of the literary linguistic model, 
which Ice claims "contributes to the unofficial hierarchy of the genre" by giving primacy 
to the study of verbal, public, masculine cultural creations, and secondary status to 
domestic, non-verbal, feminine creations (218). 
In conducting my research I was aware of using feminist methods for gathering 
information that are non-hierarchical and that call for the researcher to disclose her own 
perspective/bias as much as possible. I attempted to honestly inform the knitters I spoke 
with of my personal belief that knitting as a hobby is a way of aligning myself with 
women's culture and of making a feminist political statement. However, I was aware of 
not focusing on my own opinions in interviews; in my writing I present my informants' 
perceptions of and attitudes toward knitting. Also, my choice to use participant 
observation research methods was motivated by my personal feminist ideals: my desire to 
have as natural and egalitarian relationships as possible with my informants; and to dispel 
vestiges of social status disparity between producers of intellectual materials (myself, as 
an academic researcher) and producers of functional objects (my informants, as knitters). 
I met half of my informants through attending a regular gathering of knitters and 
the other half through chance encounters at community events. My informants are 
idiosyncratic; this is far from a statistically representative sample. Nonetheless, I 
speculate that their views and behaviours may be informative of knitters in St. John's, 
Newfoundland. Of the ten hobbyists I interviewed, nine are women, one is a man; nine 
are knitters, one crochets; seven are Newfoundlanders and three are "CF As" (this is an 
acronym for "Come-From-A ways", which is a term used in Newfoundland to refer to 
people who moved to the province from elsewhere). Their ages range from 21 to 55 
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years of age. They are middle-class in the Newfoundland context and upper-class in the 
global context, but they are not affluent: four are salaried employees, three are self-
employed, two are students, and one is unemployed but working on a plan for starting a 
small business. A short description of each of my informants can be found in the 
appendix. Though I have come to know these people and to consider them my friends - I 
recognize that we have some common interests - even those whom I met at social events 
are not people I knew before I began this research. I made deliberate efforts to pick a 
diverse range of people for my informants and to avoid interviewing people whom I 
already knew well. 
Literature Review 
The literature on knitting and craft that my research builds on falls into five main 
categories: definitional articles which attempt to pinpoint what authentic folk crafts are; 
writing about studio crafts that theorise what is important about handmade objects in 
contemporary society; historical analyses of knitting in Newfoundland and Labrador 
which are written in a somewhat academic style but which may also be of interest to 
amateurs; theoretical works on the feminist implications of doing crafts, which appeal 
mainly to academics; and popular and instructional writings aimed at hobbyists. 
Definitional articles about folk crafts create criteria to use as a basis on which 
certain crafts can be categorized as authentically folk. For example, Warren Roberts' 
chapter, "Folk Crafts," in Richard M. Dorson's pivotal work Folklore and Folklife 
establishes that in order to be considered folk crafts, objects must not have been mass-
produced; the objects must be used generally across entire populations rather than 
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restricted to the elite; and the skill for making the objects must have been learned 
informally. Writers of definitional articles explicitly excluded hobbies within the 
category of folk crafts because hobbyists' techniques and designs are learned from books. 
Rather than using the term folk crafts, Henry Glassie uses the term vernacular technology 
to refer to handmade objects made out of primary resources that remind both the users 
and the makers of natural origins and of human endeavour (1992, 49). Like Roberts, 
Glassie views the existence of written plans for design as "a sign of cultural weakening" 
(1992, 50). The authors of definitional articles seem to have been motivated by desires to 
create special status for, and thereby contribute to the preservation of, elements of 
material culture that they see as especially significant and at risk of disappearing. 
Writing on studio crafts focuses on the cultural significance of handmade objects. 
These articles benefit the craft industry because they help marketers to understand why 
people choose to buy crafts. Gloria Hickey, for example, argues that giving gifts is a way 
of forging and maintaining social bonds, and giving crafts as gifts signifies a special 
relationship between the giver and the receiver because they are considered rare, 
sophisticated, precious and expressive due to their reference to tradition ( 1997, 85). 
Hickey believes that "awareness of craft is often based on exposure to it through leisure 
activity" ( 1997, 87). This statement suggests that the existence of studio crafts, which are 
high-end, handmade objects produced for sale, is to some extent contingent on ordinary 
people's hobby craft practices. 
My ethnographic study ofhobby knitting complements academic writing on 
studio crafts that offer suggestions about the significance of craft in contemporary 
culture. Paul Greenhalgh's identification of place as an issue of concern in the crafts 
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scene (4) links the literature on studio craft to my discoveries about the meanings of 
hobby craft practices. Crafts are useful, as consumable products, for "those people who 
live away from places that identify and give meaning to their cultural heritage" 
(Greenhalgh! 0) because crafts "exude a sense of permanence, history and symbolic 
weight" (GreenhalghlO). The practice of craft as a hobby has a similar function for 
individuals' sense of identity. Pocius believes that crafts have meaning as nostalgic 
invention of "our past- our traditions- through objects that express our own modern 
values (the handmade, non-mechanized, natural)" (1994, 127). Scholars who write about 
studio craft, such as Pocius (1994), acknowledge that craft items function in the creation 
of individual and group identities; my study further explores this process of identity 
creation by looking at people's choice to actually create craft objects. 
My thesis adds to writing on the history of knitting in Newfoundland, which 
includes writing focused on knitting styles, as well as the province's historic knitting 
institution, called the Newfoundland Outport Nursing and Industrial Association 
(NONIA). Hickey's series of articles, entitled "Picking Up Lost Stitches," which was 
published in three parts in the Crafts Council Magazine, focuses on the origin and 
evolution of Newfoundland knitting styles. Hickey illustrates how the socks, caps, 
sweaters and mittens designs marketed today as "traditional" have their roots in the 
English and Irish communities from which the first settlers to Newfoundland came. The 
"Picking Up Lost Stitches" articles were aimed at the members of the Crafts Council of 
Newfoundland and Labrador, who are professional craftspeople interested in the 
province's crafts history but not all are knitters themselves, therefore details are not given 
for production of knitted garments. Primacy is given to knitting developments rather than 
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analysis of the importance of the craft for individuals or the cultural significance of the 
act of knitting. She asserts, "Knitting became fashionable in the 1950s, for that is when 
women began to knit for themselves" (no pag.). However, because of the emphasis on 
historical details of the evolution of knitting styles, analysis is not given of the social 
implications of knitting - this is a gap in the scholarship on knitting that my thesis helps 
to fill. 
Accounts have been written about the history of NONIA, a charitable 
organization that offered an opportunity for outport women to earn money by knitting. 
Edgar House's writing about NONIA focuses on the administration and the people who 
ran the association. The association would buy hand-knit garments and resell them, at 
first in England and later in the NONIA shop in St. John's. NONIA knitters were- and 
continue to be- provided with patterns to knit specific designs. The objective of this 
fundraising via knitting was to provide families with supplemental income which would 
allow them to pay nurses to provide medical services in their communities. Many 
Newfoundlanders continue to have great esteem for NONIA as an institution and for the 
quality ofNONIA knitwear. One of the knitters I spoke with said she was flattered that 
someone from NONIA offered to pay her to knit for the association because she believes 
the association's products are "high quality and NONIA has a good history but I like to 
choose my own patterns and colours" (Erin 02-11-06). Lynda Harling Stalker's 
sociology Master's thesis explores the dynamics of the homework economic system. Her 
writing demonstrates how traditional craft plays a role in the lives of Newfoundlanders 
through a study of women who knit for NONIA (known as NONIA knitters). She found 
that though her informants were paid for their knitting by the association, they were 
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motivated to knit more to pass time and to have structure in their lives than to earn a 
wage or to be creative. NONIA's system of buying hand-knit items and selling them in 
the St. John's shop continues today. 
Pocius' Textile Traditions of Eastern Newfoundland falls into several categories: 
definitional in so far as textile crafts enumerated in this book are defined as traditional; 
historical to the extent that past techniques are documented; and theoretical because he 
discusses the functioning of aesthetics in folk cultures. Pocius describes the entire 
process of producing textiles from raising sheep to shearing and spinning wool, to 
quilting blankets, hooking rugs and knitting garments. Pocius' findings include: that the 
most common knitted articles were mitts (1979, 23); that except for black and grey 
produced from the wool of black sheep, there was little colour available for decoration; 
and that women placed greater value on proper form than on innovative cosmetic designs 
(1979, 57). His study also found that a specific mental template existed which was "used 
to maintain the stability of the self-adjusting tradition by providing clear notions of what 
is good from generation to generation" (1979, 61). He believed that the decline in crafts, 
due to increased prosperity and social changes, might lead to the decline of traditional 
aesthetics. However, in his subsequent case study, "Newfoundland Traditional Crafts: 
Types and Stereotypes" - which is a theoretical discussion of the evolution of 
Newfoundland craft aesthetics- Pocius concluded that his informant's decorative crafts, 
made for her own recreation rather than to fulfill needs for warm clothing, were "the 
modem manifestation of a long tradition, aesthetically-speaking, if not in function" 
(1981, 20). 
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Rozsika Parker's historical study of the feminist use of embroidery engages in a 
theoretical discussion about the difference between art and craft. She believes the 
distinction is made based on who makes the objects and where they are made: crafts are 
expected to be produced domestically, by women; whereas art is produced by men, in 
public places (5). Parker points out that embroidery has a history of being used by 
women to gain power by depicting words and iconography of resistance, as suffragettes 
did on banners (197); because this activity is considered harmlessly feminine, it goes 
unsanctioned by patriarchal forces. Another example of research aimed at discovering 
the feminist messages in women's crafts is Linda Pershing's case study of the 
iconography on a "Sunbonnet Sue quilt," which depicts a girl (Sue) with an oversized 
sunbonnet covering her face. She points out how women may subtly manipulate the 
passive iconography typical of textile crafts to make feminist statements and take power. 
In addition, Pershing demonstrates how Joan Newlon Radner and Susan S. Lanser's 
theory of feminist coding strategies is applicable to the material culture women produce; 
for example, the quilters in her study appropriated male gender roles by depicting 
Sunbonnet Sue in male poses such as slouching and smoking a cigarette. 
Despite the writing of authors mentioned above, knitting has attracted little 
academic attention and the bulk of the writing on knitting is found in how-to manuals 
aimed at knitters. These books generally provide a mixture of information including 
some social history of knitting; written and illustrative descriptions of how to knit; and 
patterns for creating specific objects. One of my informants reported she especially 
enjoys the historical descriptions ofthe origins of the mitten patterns in Hansen's Flying 
Geese & Partridge Feet: More Mittens from Up North and Down East. This book is laid 
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out with knitting patterns on the left hand pages and histories on the opposite, right hand, 
pages. 
Other knitting books, such as Debbie Stoller's Stitch 'n Bitch: The Knitter's 
Handbook and Stitch 'n Bitch Nation, provide details about the designers, often hobby 
knitters themselves, who created the patterns. This may contribute to the knitters who 
read the books' sense that designing their own patterns, and even publishing them, is 
achievable. The orality of Stoller's writing style, the attractive layout and glossy photos 
not only add to the appeal of the books but also enhance the image of knitting as an easy, 
enjoyable activity. (I describe and analyse the significance of the Stitch 'n Bitch books in 
chapter four.) Stoller's second book, as well as Elizabeth Zimmerman's Knitting 
Without Tears, emphasise instructions on how to alter commercial patterns and to create 
original designs. Although these books appear to contribute to the move away from the 
unselfconscious, self-adjusting tradition of design in folk cultures that Pocius identified in 
Newfoundland (1979), they also make sustaining the traditional practice ofknitting 
possible. 
I have explicitly avoided making this thesis into a primarily definitional argument 
showing how contemporary knitters' productions might be considered authentic folk 
crafts, in order to heed Regina Bendix' warning that searching for authentic culture may 
lead to exclusion. I do not want to set up a definition of authenticity that would create 
qualifying criteria for some hobby knitting while excluding some as fake. The problems 
with creating criteria for authenticity are the same as those for bounded definitions of 
identity which cannot be maintained in culturally plural environments: they inevitably 
imply subjugation (Abrahams 199). Hierarchies are established based on peoples' needs 
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for exclusive definitions, such as the distinction between art and craft or between studio 
craft and hobby craft, and exclusive identities, which lead to ethnic conflict (Abrahams 
207). I have followed Bendix's suggestion to "eschew value judgements distinguishing 
between real and fake and become interested in description of the performance and the 
setting" (209). 
My research objectives were to learn why people today choose to knit as a hobby; 
to discover the link between knitting today and traditional knitting; and to document 
knitters' experiences, productions and practices. 
Chapter Outline 
In the following thesis, I will discuss three different ways in which women today 
are using the tradition of knitting knitting in three chapters. In the conclusion I will draw 
together the three arguments with some general observations about the progression of 
tradition and the function of hobby knitting for contemporary urban women. 
Chapter two, "Learning to Knit and Practicing Knitting as a Hobby: Cultural 
Continuity and Conspicuous Conformity," focuses on the implications of being 
introduced to knitting during childhood in domestic settings. Although most of my 
informants did not initially sustain the practice of knitting, they made conscious choices 
to take up knitting as a hobby some time during adulthood. In this chapter, I describe 
some of my informants' recollections of learning to knit during childhood and the 
associations which they formed between knitting and home, family and cultural 
belonging. I also consider the significance of factors present in knitters' personal lives 
influencing their decisions to relearn to knit. Based on what knitters have told me about 
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their hobby knitting practices and their associations with the craft, I conclude that knitting 
is a tool women use to express conformity to traditional gender roles within families. 
Knitters take pride in having and sharing a skill that they see as admirable in part because 
of its association with their foremothers. This conformity provides knitters with 
reassurance about their belonging to their culture and their families. 
In chapter three, "How and What Hobby Knitters Knit," I describe the process of 
knitting as it has been demonstrated to me by my informants, and analyse the objects they 
produce. I also describe the tools and materials hobby knitters use. I compare the 
aesthetics of contemporary hobby knitters' productions with the traditional aesthetic rules 
for Newfoundland crafts which Pocius identified in 1981. My objective in this part of my 
research was to determine whether/how the aesthetics for hand-knit items have changed. 
With photographs and descriptions, I present typical forms for Newfoundland hand-knit 
objects (i.e., warm, functional garments) and whimsical, decorative objects produced by 
hobby knitters. Among both the typical and non-typical forms I found conformity to the 
traditional aesthetic rules of using symmetry, borders, bright colours and recycled 
materials. Hobbyists use knitting as an outlet for innovation to assert their individuality, 
and as a means of demonstrating their cultural belonging by conforming to both 
traditional aesthetics and contemporary fashion trends. 
The fourth chapter, "Reinvention: The World of Knitting Culture Today," 
focuses on group knitting events and hobby knitting as a popular culture trend. Whereas 
the previous two chapters explore how hobby knitting is used to create links with the 
past, this chapter analyses hobby knitting using feminist and popular culture theory to 
understand how knitting unites my informants to contemporary western culture. Though 
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there are a variety of mass-media sources through which hobby knitting is promoted, 
including books, magazines and websites, I have chosen to focus on two books by Debbie 
Stoller, Stitch 'n Bitch: the Knitter's Handbook and its sequel, Stitch 'n Bitch Nation, 
because my informants identified them as proof of knitting's popularity today. Stoller 
promotes the formation of knitting groups to knit in public places, which she terms Stitch 
'n Bitches (Stoller 2003, 115). I will explain how my informants express coded feminist 
messages (Radner and Lanser 1993) to justify their participation in the public knitting 
event I studied, called Knit Out Night. The evasive pleasures (Fiske 50) that they take 
from spending time knitting in a women-only space allows them to amass strength to take 
productive pleasure (Fiske 55), that is to make shifts in power in their relationships with 
their families. 
In the conclusion, Chapter five, I will draw my three main arguments together by 
elaborating on how hobby knitting demonstrates Glassie's theory of tradition as 
constantly evolving based on the influences of the past and the needs of present-day 
users. Hobby knitting is used to sustain memories and feelings of the past my informants 
gained from their first introductions to knitting. My discussion in Chapter three of the 
objects knitters produce will lead to my concluding discussion of the perpetuation of 
Christopher Alexander's homeostatic procesi. In addition, my discussion of knitters' 
reinvention of knitting to serve their contemporary needs for leisure time and a sense of 
belonging will allow me to make an over-all conclusion that the use of hobby knitting 
2 Alexander's notion of the homeostatic process is a self-organizing system of design in which the builders 
and users of forms share a common culture and understanding of unspoken formal rules. Builders who 
produce forms unselfconsciously, with little thought about design, limited division of labour, and no written 
records or intercultural exchange (33), consistently produce objects of good fit (38). The homeostatic 
process depends on the basic principle of adaptation, "that reaction to misfits and non-reaction to good fits 
wiillead to equilibrium but this process takes time and cultural stability" (50). 
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today relates to the culture in Newfoundland of having a sense of belonging based on 
place and the sharing of spaces and resources (Pocius 1991). 
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Chapter 2. Learning to Knit and Practicing Knitting as a Hobby: 
Cultural Continuity and Conspicuous Conformity 
Hobby knitters I have spoken with recall having been taught to knit at home when 
they were children. Learning to knit served as a promoter of cultural continuity because, 
though my informants grew up in settings where knitting was not used as a means of 
producing much clothing domestically, living members of their families, such as 
grandmothers, great aunts, and cousins, had knit necessary work clothes. These family 
members are the ones who introduced my informants to knitting. Through their 
introductions to knitting, hobby knitters learned to associate the activity with their 
families and culture, and also with the domestic and social values of previous 
generations. 
For my informants from Newfoundland, knitting became a symbol of 
Newfoundland identity because they learned from people, and in places, that are symbols 
ofNewfoundland and of home to them. Later in life, they used relearning to knit as a 
means of creating a link with the past. Some hobby knitters use knitting to boldly display 
their conformity to traditional values, especially gender roles within families. 
In this chapter, I will provide an overview of my informants' experiences of 
learning to knit. My research has found that learning to knit reinforces specific 
relationships between knitters and their knitting teachers, and also affirms their sense of 
belonging as Newfoundlanders. For both Newfoundlanders and CFAs the act ofknitting 
helps them to assert their membership in the Newfoundland cultural group. For example, 
for Helen, who is a CF A, knitting helps her to feel a part of the broad community of 
Newfoundlanders because knitting is a common interest she shares with her coworkers; 
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and for Kaya, Gillian and Erin, who were born in Newfoundland, knitting is an activity 
they engage in with their elderly relatives, whom they believe are more representative of 
Newfoundland culture than they are, and with whom they have little else in common. 
Learning to knit offers knitters a sense of belonging by allowing them to gain a skill that 
they associate with Newfoundland. 
The most common pattern in my informants' experience of learning to knit is: 
first, being introduced to knitting when they were children; and then later, seeking 
assistance to relearn to knit as adults. The one-on-one, oral teaching method, which is 
used for teaching knitting, fosters intimacy between the student and the teacher and 
serves to solidify their relationship. Knitters are firmly in favour of person-to-person 
instruction because they believe that some techniques are much more easily learned by 
seeing them demonstrated than by following printed directions. For example, when the 
time came for Sue to make the buttonholes for her cardigan sweater, she waited to begin 
this step until she could sit down with Hazel Abbott, the owner of Wool Trends, to have 
the steps explained and shown to her. Knitters learned by trial-and-error practice - which 
is to say, their mistakes were corrected by a seasoned expert, as they went along. In 
addition to solidifying specific relationships and knitters' sense of group membership, the 
apprenticeship model of passing on knitting skills promotes cultural continuity and 
conformity to societal values, such as appreciation of handmade objects and respect for 
the rural self-sufficiency lifestyle of the (supposedly) true Newfoundlander.3 Through 
their learning experience, knitters came to associate knitting with the emotions and values 
3 Mythologies of rural Newfoundland (Overton, and Narvaez) are a dominant part of middle-class, urban 
Newfoundland culture. Being taught to knit by people who symbolize that lifestyle and who knitters 
admire for their knitting skills contributes to sustaining the image of the goodness of bygone times and 
ways of producing objects. 
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that the people who taught them to knit represent: these include domestic calm, maternal 
security and competence, rural self-sufficiency, and working-class inventiveness. 
Knitting reminds Kaya, for example, of her paternal relatives' hardworking, rural 
lifestyle: she said, "I'm really proud of them for all the work they put in" (10-23-05). I 
will first describe knitters' recollections oftheir childhood experiences of being 
introduced to knitting; then I will discuss their experiences of relearning to knit as adults; 
and finally I will describe how some knitters use their hobby knitting deliberately to 
promote social cohesion, cultural continuity and to demonstrate their conformity to 
dominant social values, in particular to traditional gender norms for women. 
Learning to knit during childhood 
Invariably, the hobby knitters I spoke with reported having been shown how to 
knit when they were children by a well-meaning, older (usually female) relative or close 
family friend. My informants first learned to knit when they were between four and 
twelve years old. While for some knitters, learning to knit at this early age was self-
instigated - Kaya, for example, remembers wanting to do what her grandmother did so 
she asked to be taught to knit. Others were taught to knit simply as a matter of course 
because knitting was a part of the standard training for girls. 
Knitting instruction took place in domestic settings and in an informal way, so 
knitting was imbued with connotations of routine and everydayness. For example, Kaya, 
who spent the summers ofher childhood with her grandparents, and Martina, whose 
grandmother lived in the same household as she did, described a scene that included 
sitting on the couch in the kitchen or the family room with the television on, showing a 
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soap opera, while their grandmothers taught them to knit. Martina said, "I think my 
grandmother taught me to knit just to keep me out from under foot. When I was really, 
really, really young -like probably four years old[ ... ]. She taught me on those little 
white plastic pins with square heads on them that women used to use to put rollers in 
their hair." (10-17-05). 
Many knitters told me that they remember learning the primary stitch used in 
making knitted fabric right away rather than starting with the process called "casting on," 
which is necessary for establishing the knitting: for example Kaya said, "at first, she 
[Kaya's grandmother] would actually do all the casting on for me" (11-18-05). The 
teachers demonstrated the knit stitch by holding my informants' hands to give them a feel 
for the movement required to produce stitches. (In Chapter 3, I will describe, with words 
and images, the process of knitting.) Most knitters remember knitting every row, back 
and forth, in garter stitch, for their first knitting projects: these were mostly scarves for 
themselves (Lewis, Hazel) and for their dolls (Martina). Other childhood projects my 
informants remember include a pointed hat (Kaya), a burgundy sweater with balls on it 
(Laura), a pair of mittens (Laura), and practice strings (Sue). Some knitters were made to 
practice knitting, only a few stitches - a string - before they began making useable items. 
This was a major source of frustration for those beginners who had their sights set on 
producing the kinds of items their teachers made. Kaya, Martina, Laura, Hazel and Helen 
also remember learning the purl stitch, as children, and how to increase and decrease 
stitches. They sat next to their teachers and learned by a process of trial and error in 
which their mistakes were immediately pointed out and corrected. If they got confused, 
or accidentally dropped or added stitches, the teacher would fix the mistakes and then 
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hand the knitting back to the learner to continue with. The intimacy of the setting and of 
the literally hands-on way knitting was taught contributed to knitters' feeling that they 
formed a special relationship with the people who taught them to knit as children: for 
example, Martina said, "Even though, I think she might have taught me just to keep me 
out from under foot, once I learned it was nice because it was something we could do 
together" (10-17-05). 
Lewis's story of learning to knit demonstrates how the education process can 
itself be functional for providing family support. Despite being a man, and hence a rarity 
among knitters, Lewis's feelings about knitting, which grew out of his learning 
experience, are common to other knitters. 
So I learned to knit. Yeah. Yeah. It was interesting: I was actually probably 
about ten years old; it was me and, my twin brother, Les. So we were home and 
my mother had just suffered a loss [a miscarriage] and it was pretty serious to 
her. And she used to knit and all that kind of stuff. And she wasn't feeling so 
well as a result of this loss so we thought we'd do a little something to cheer her 
up, so to speak, so we asked her to teach us to knit. That was the sole purpose at 
this point, to start knitting. So she taught the two of us to knit. 
So what we'd do is, we'd hang around where she was to and we'd start it off. 
Then we'd ask her, "how about this?" and "how about that, now." "How do you 
start this?" or "How do you end this?" or "How do I get this next row started?" 
[As he told this story, Lewis demonstrated the small, uncertain, knitting 
movements of a child.] So for us it was pretty important and it made her feel 
pretty good. We'd go to work [on knitting] and we really didn't know how to 
stop. The scarf ended up being about 15 feet long and it was multi-coloured. 
You'd use what ever you had around. You'd get her to show you how to wire in 
the new colour. And after that, when there was no wool left for each person 
you'd just [unravel it] and start again. Maybe the sole purpose [of learning to 
knit] was to interact with mom and make her feel a bit better (11-09-05). 
Lewis's memories of learning to knit illustrate feelings that many of my 
informants express: that the social relationships enhanced through this transfer of skills 
are more memorable and important than the actual objects produced by knitting. For 
Lewis, distracting his mother from the pain of mourning was the primary function of 
knitting. Unravelling his knitting to start over again when he ran out of wool was not 
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troubling to Lewis because he was more interested in the educational process. He used 
learning to knit - acquiring a practical skill -to broach an emotionally difficult issue. 
Lewis recognized his mother's struggle, but because of their gender and generational 
difference he could not talk with her about the situation; thus learning to knit was a 
neutral activity that facilitated conversation and allowed Lewis to express care for his 
mother and appreciation of her skill. 
Because knitting requires fine movements, Lewis and his brother had to be very 
close to their mother in order to get help with their knitting. This gave them an excuse to 
be around her. While Lewis remembers being motivated to learn to knit by wanting to 
provide comfort to his mother, the closeness to her may also have been an important 
source of comfort for the boys at this time of domestic stress caused by the miscarriage. 
Lewis used knitting to create a sense of domestic calm. The first scarf that Lewis and his 
brother made, using their mother's left-over yarn, is symbolic to him of rural 
Newfoundlanders' resourcefulness and creativity. His predominant association with his 
childhood is of"making and fixing anything we could" (11-09-05) and "using whatever 
stuff we could get for free or from the woods" (11-09-05). Now that he lives in St. 
John's, he believes learning to knit is a "good way for city people to get a taste of what it 
was like to live in a place where we had to make our own fun" and of ensuring that the 
rural way of life continues to be valued (11-09-05). 
Many of my informants use knitting to express allegiances with rural 
Newfoundland and to affirm their own belonging as Newfoundlanders. This is especially 
important to those who were born in Newfoundland, but those who have moved to the 
province from other places also use knitting to assert their belonging and their greater 
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affinity for the rural, rather than urban, lifestyle. Both Newfoundlanders and CF As take 
advantage of knitting's identification in contemporary, urban Newfoundland culture, as 
an essential element of the rural self-sufficiency lifestyle which is both emblematic of 
N ewfoundland4 and symbolic of a better way of life. For example, Lewis attributes his 
interest in knitting to the values he grew up with, in particular his belief that being able to 
build and repair all sorts of domestic objects is highly admirable. Since he moved to a 
suburban area of St. John's, he has observed that people who grow up in the city are 
surrounded by entertainment options and consumer goods, so youth have no incentive to 
"make their own fun" or to learn handicraft skills (11-09-05). He said, "[Knitting is] 
something that I think is probably pretty important. If I were to have a son now, or a 
daughter, I would be encouraging them to do a bit of knitting and to learn that stuff, even 
if they had to go and take a course to learn to do it. Of course, I would prefer if they 
could learn from somebody [in the family], but nonetheless I think it's a pretty important 
part of our heritage" ( 11-09-05). 
Knitting is closely associated with the domestic settings (and the women who 
inhabited those settings) in which Lewis (Figure 1) and other hobby knitters learned to 
knit and witnessed family members knitting. When they think of knitting they think of 
their family homes, of their own worry-free childhoods, and oftimes when life was 
simpler. Laura's words exemplify this association: "hearing that clickety, clickety, click 
[of knitting needles] is just a comforting sound- it reminds me of being a kid" (10-29-
05). Memories of learning to knit remind them oftheir connections with their family and 
4 As James Overton claims, "mythologies" about Newfoundland have been formed by a "bourgeoning neo-
nationalist movement" made up of middle-class "academics, politicians and artists" (I 02). The 
mythologies of rural Newfoundland include images of jolly people enjoying self-sufficiency activities. 
Making the necessities of life has come to be equated with the virtuous activity of making one's own fun. 
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routinely seeing people knitting, have reinforced knitters' belief that knitting is an 
important part of their culture. 
However, many hobby knitters reported their first introduction to knitting, during 
childhood, did not inspire them to keep knitting. Some of them remember learning to 
knit during childhood as an unpleasant experience imposed on them by people who 
thought knitting skills were essential. They believe their first teachers were unable to 
make knitting engaging for children because the emphasis was placed on learning the 
mechanics of knitting rather than on the production of useful objects. Sue said, her 
grandmother "should have at least taught me to make a scarf or something" (10-15-05). 
During childhood, Sue was made to "practice" knitting just a few stitches, as an exercise 
that produced a narrow cord with no apparent function beyond that of a piece of string or 
a book mark; this sort of knitting experience caused frustration and led some of my 
informants to "think that knitting was a boring, useless waste of time" (Sue, 10-15-05). 
Having been introduced to knitting early in life contributed to some hobby 
knitters' choice to develop the skill later in life because they learned that knitting was a 
cultural norm for adult women. For example, once Sue married, left her community in 
rural New Brunswick and developed an urban, middle-class lifestyle, she began to view 
learning to knit as a challenge to be overcome in order to avoid feeling she had failed to 
learn an important woman's skill that her grandmother had attempted to pass on. Sue 
adamantly stated, one of her primary reason for choosing to relearn to knit is, "I don't 
want to get to the end of my life and have any regrets or feel like I didn't rise to the 
challenge" (Sue 1 0-14-05). In sum, other knitters' choices to relearn to knit are 
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motivated by a variety of factors which include the associations they formed with knitting 
during their childhood introductions to the craft. 
Relearning to knit during adulthood 
Relearning to knit during adulthood with the goal of having a hobby that has 
positive cultural and familial associations is common among knitters. Often, their 
renewed interest in knitting comes at a time of transition in their lives, such as leaving 
their parents' home, or moving away from or back to Newfoundland. Sue, Helen, 
Kathleen and Gillian report being inspired to relearn to knit, at these times, by friends or 
colleagues who were keen knitters, and by wanting to have a meaningful and "useful 
hobby" (Sue 11-14-05). Acquiring the skills to knit as a hobby during adulthood is used 
by knitters as a means of communicating their valuation of women's domestic production 
and their personal identities as members of their families and cultural groups. 
Several of my informants who relearned to knit as adults found the learning 
process much easier and more rewarding than learning to knit during childhood. For 
example, Erin said, "I was always interested [in knitting]. I just couldn't sit down that 
long. I was a real fidget as a kid and it's just in the last couple of years that I've been able 
to sit down for more than five minutes at a time" (11-26-05). In addition, as adult 
learners they were able to pick first projects that were immediately useful to them, such 
as Sue's dishcloths, or ambitious projects that they were motivated to finish and are 
extremely proud of, such as Gillian's first sweater. Furthermore, being able to purchase 
materials rather than having to knit with whatever materials were provided to them, as 
they did when they were children, is a factor that encouraged some to relearn. Helen, for 
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example, claims to have been motivated to take up knitting by beautiful materials she saw 
for sale at a knitting supplies store and that she wanted to work with. 
Some of my informants relearned to knit upon realizing that they were not 
contributing tangible objects to society. Among my informants there are students, 
musicians, teachers, writers, and office workers, who do not create objects as a part of 
their jobs. For example, knitting offers Erin an activity that contrasts the more oral, 
dominant activities in her life, which are teaching and playing the trumpet. Learning to 
knit as adults provides knitters with self-confidence and a sense of their productiveness in 
their families and communities. For example, Kathleen, who is a writer, said that 
learning to crochet makes her feel "like a real person" because she can produce practical 
items that others, especially her husband and daughter, appreciate (12-09-05); and Sue, 
who is currently unemployed, explained that knitting gifts is a way for her to save money 
and thereby assuage her guilt about not earning money (11-14-05). 
My informants from Newfoundland report having chosen to relearn to knit at 
times when their place in the world, or their identity, was uncertain due to moving. 
When they lived away from Newfoundland or were living in St. John's rather than in the 
more rural communities they identify as home, relearning to knit provided a portable 
sense ofplace5 that reminded them "ofthe people back home who knit" (Lewis 11-09-05) 
items they grew up with, and of the lifestyle of these places. Similarly, when Martina, a 
5 Paul Greenhalgh, who writes about the place of fine crafts in the world today, believes that the handmade 
objects themselves provide people with a portable sense of place. This explains why crafts are popular as 
souvenirs and why "peoples who, for whatever reason, live away from the places that identify and give 
meaning to their cultural heritage, create places by surrounding themselves with artefacts" (10). For my 
informants, it is the making of artefacts, rather than simply having them, which fulfills their need for a 
sense of place. 
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lifelong knitter, moved back to Newfoundland, after living "away" for five years, she 
found herself knitting with renewed vigour. 
The hobby knitters I spoke with selected people to teach them to knit whom they 
admired and wished to emulate. My informants commonly used effusively 
complimentary terms to describe the people who inspired them to relearn to knit, for 
example, "she's just so creative" (Helen 11-22-05) and "she's the best knitter I've ever 
seen" (Erin 11-26-05). Their knitting teachers embodied motherly competence at the 
times when my informants craved home and domestic stability, or self-confidence at 
knitting creatively when my informants were uncertain of their place in the community 
due to not producing valued objects. Some knitters recognize, in retrospect, that part of 
their motivation for relearning to knit may have been simply to spend time with the 
people who taught them to knit. Others, such as Kaya, said that they relearned to knit in 
order to express their admiration for the legacy ofwomen's work, of which knitting is a 
part. 
While every knitter who chooses to relearn to knit as an adult is clearly influenced 
by unique circumstances, Gillian's experience of relearning to knit when she was 
nineteen years old and living in Vancouver, 6000km away from St. John's, demonstrates 
common themes in knitters' stories: the transmission of knitting skills provides 
reassurance of individual identity, group membership and familial connectedness. 
Gillian recounted: 
I hitchhiked [to Vancouver] with my boyfriend, at that time. And when I got 
there, I hated it so much- I really was miserable. I'm from here, and this is a 
comfortably small enough place for me. And I got to Vancouver, and it just 
seemed so big and so unwieldy and so massive, and I was very lonely and sad. 
And things weren't very good with my boyfriend either and there were things 
happening at home, [in Newfoundland]. Anyway, I ended up working in this toy 
store, called "It's All Fun and Games." And I made friends with this woman, 
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Jasmine Crawford who was 36 and had a daughter, and she was a big knitter. 
And she told me that she started knitting when she was pregnant because she 
really couldn't do anything else, after a while, she was just so pregnant. 
Anyhow, I really wanted to learn to knit again and she took the time [to teach 
me]. She became like a surrogate mother to me. She had a pattern that she's sort 
of made up herself for a circular needles sweater. And I wanted something big, 
like an ambitious project, so I started making that sweater (1 0-18-05). 
Gillian said, her feelings of homesickness and anonymity were somewhat quelled by 
learning to knit because the activity reminded her of members ofher own family, 
especially her grandmother, and because spending time with Jasmine Crawford fulfilled 
Gillian's desire for familial interaction. Learning to knit, when she was in Vancouver, 
was a comfort to her because it was familiar and connoted the better, simpler lifestyle she 
has always felt Newfoundland offers. 
For the knitters I spoke with who were born in Newfoundland knitting is a symbol 
of their homes, which they used to remind themselves of home wherever they are. 
Gillian's experience of relearning to knit as an adult living away from Newfoundland, 
may appear to have been motivated by a desire to have a connection with a co-worker, 
but for her the importance was feeling she was participating in one of life's simple 
virtues. Knitting's positive association with Newfoundland- or with home in general-
is used by knitters to cope with the forces of urbanization and independence. Learning to 
knit from someone who "was like a surrogate mother" (10-18-05) was Gillian's way of 
coping with turmoil in her relationship with her boyfriend, and her feelings of discomfort 
with the anonymity of urban life. Gillian associates knitting with her home province but 
also with her family because she remembers both of her grandmothers as "fervent, ardent 
knitters" (10-18-05). When she was away from Newfoundland, learning this skill 
confirmed her relationships with family and of her membership in a distinct cultural 
group. As mentioned above, rural-to-urban migrants within Newfoundland, such as 
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Lewis, believe knitting is a meaningful way of retaining their connections with the places 
where they spent their formative years and where they feel that they belong. 
My informants who moved to Newfoundland from other places use learning 
knitting skills as a tool for asserting their membership in their new community and as a 
tool for social engagement. For example, Sue and Helen mentioned appreciating the 
social contact with Newfoundlanders that Knit Out Night offers them and looking 
forward to interacting with Hazel whenever they need help with their knitting. CF A 
knitters said they sometimes get tired of being reminded of their outsider status in 
Newfoundland even though they have lived in the province for many years and that 
knitting allows them to participate in an activity that is valued by local people and 
associated with true Newfoundland identity. For example, Kathleen, who was born in 
England but grew up in Newfoundland, knows she is not truly accepted as a 
Newfoundlander but she feels that producing useful items by crocheting has increased her 
husband's valuation of her skills and contribution to society: she said, once she learned 
to crochet, "he started to see me as a real worker" (12-09-05). 
In short, relearning to knit during adulthood serves as a response to ideological 
and identity questions. Knitters who judge contribution to society in terms of objects 
produced but do not work in jobs that entail the creation of objects solve their dilemma 
by acquiring skills to produce useful objects in their free time. They use relearning to 
knit to resolve their concerns about membership in their cultural group and connectedness 
with their families. In addition to continuing to reassure themselves of their place in 
society, once the skills are acquired, hobby knitters use the activity ongoingly or 
periodically to overtly demonstrate their allegiance to the values connoted by knitting. 
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The benefits of having learned to knit 
Just as other forms of folklore do, knitting promotes cultural continuity through 
the repetition of messages about cultural norms, values, beliefs, and aesthetics. (In 
Chapter 3, I will explore how hobbyists choose to conform to and to reject aesthetic 
norms for crafts.) Learning the technique of knitting is functional (Bascom) in that it 
links today's hobbyists to previous generations of knitters. Laura believes that carrying 
out the same knitting procedures used for hundreds of years to produce ordinary, 
functional objects, teaches appreciation for the work of previous generations. In addition, 
Erin pointed out that knitting has taught her to have greater respect for the labour and 
resources that go into all ofthe objects in her life. Throughout most ofNewfoundland's 
history knitting was a routine part of women's work; conversely, today, knitting is a 
middle class leisure activity (Hickey 1997, 87). As a result, hobby knitting offers people 
the opportunity to participate in an element of the lifestyle of the past, and to have 
something in common with diverse members of society. Knitting today is used by some 
knitters, in particular by Sue, to maintain the traditional role of women as domestic 
producers. 
Knitting as a source of integration between generations, social groups, and cultures 
While knitting is an inherently item-centred, productive activity, for 
contemporary hobby knitters the social benefits of knitting are often more significant than 
the items they create. As discussed above, learning to knit offers an opportunity for 
learners and teachers to interact intimately, and knitting provides a link between 
generations that reinforces hobby knitters' sense of belonging in Newfoundland because 
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it allows them to feel that they are like the people they see as true Newfoundlanders. The 
transmission of knitting skills provides both learners and teachers with a sense of cultural 
continuity. Another benefit my informants attribute to having learned to knit is the 
humanizing, integrating effect of having a skill in common with people from different 
social and cultural groups. 
Many knitters emphasized the opportunity for making meaningful connections 
with older relatives as a benefit of having learned to knit. This demonstrates the 
importance they place on intergenerational connections, their valuation of social cohesion 
and cultural continuity. The knitters I spoke with have a strong interest in maintaining 
family connections and being aware of their histories; they feel guilty that they do not 
know more about their older relatives' way of life and learning to knit helps them to 
appease this guilt. When Gillian, Kaya and Erin visit their elderly aunts, mothers-in-law 
and grandmothers, they told me, they bring their knitting because - in Erin's words -
"they might fall asleep on you, so you've got to have something to do, but also they just 
like it; they like to see that two generations later people are still doing it" (11-26-05). 
Knitters sometimes bring their knitting queries when they visit elderly relatives who are 
experienced knitters. Getting assistance from a family member serves to periodically 
reaffirm associations knitters have between learning to knit and their families, and also 
their valuation of family for passing on culturally important skills. For example, Gillian 
described one of her recent visits to her grandmother, in the hospital, as being somewhat 
upsetting because while her grandmother wanted to help Gillian with her knitting, "she 
can't really [knit anymore] because the arthritis in her hands is really bad now and she 
has dementia" (11-25-05). Gillian's regret about not being able to have her grandmother 
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assist her with her knitting reflects a common feeling among contemporary hobby 
knitters that this is a skill that should be learned and practiced among families, especially 
in Newfoundland. 
Some knitters praise knitting as an implement of social cohesion within their own 
families because knitting bridges ideology and generation gaps. These knitters find it 
difficult to sustain conversation and making connections with much older members of 
their families, who have lived their entire lives in different social contexts and who have 
contrasting social values. Examples of contentious issues between my informants and 
their relatives include: sexual orientation (Gillian); language (Sue); religion (Sue); 
whether to pursue university education (Kaya); and whether to live alone or to have a 
family (Martina). Knitting provides my informants with a diversion from the lifestyle 
differences between themselves and their relatives by giving them a common focus that is 
in no way controversial. Talking about knitting with their relatives gives my informants 
the feeling that they are making meaningful connections and that they are a part of the 
family group. For example, Kaya said that, since learning to knit, chatting on the phone 
about knitting with "my grandmother is nice because I get to bond with her and I feel like 
a good granddaughter" ( 11-18-05). While Kay a has lived most of her life in St. John's 
and is currently a university student, Kaya' s paternal grandmother lived her entire life in 
Buchans and had little opportunity for education. Hence, Kaya feels they have little 
common ground for conversation, but knitting helps to remedy this problem. 
Almost every hobby knitter has stories of connections with their relatives that 
have been enhanced through knitting, and many others have stories about friendships 
formed through knitting. For example, Gillian recounted how knowing how to knit 
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allowed her to bond with Janet Moore, an elderly woman with Down's syndrome. 
Gillian worked in L' Arche, Cape Breton, a planned community for people with 
disabilities where her role was to simply be a presence in the community. Janet and 
Gillian would sit together for hours knitting and joking with one another. At the end, of 
the day Janet would unravel her knitting and start over again the next day because the 
knitting was more about spending time together than about completing an object. Gillian 
explained that she really liked Janet and that the feeling must have been mutual because 
despite her memory deficit, Janet recognized and was pleased to see Gillian when she 
returned to L 'Arc he after having been away for a year. Gillian's and Janet's friendship 
demonstrates that knitting not only provides a link between the generations, but also 
serves to humanize and integrate people. 
The activity of knitting provides knitters with an instant link with other knitters 
from far away places, and also a means of starting conversations when travelling. For 
example, when she spent time in the Himalayas as a Canada World Youth volunteer, Erin 
used knitting to solidify friendships by producing mittens for people in need and by 
demonstrating how to knit. In addition, she had meaningful interactions with local 
people through comparing knitting techniques when she travelled in Eastern Europe. Just 
as other knitters send their knitted items to friends and family who live away from 
Newfoundland, since she has returned to St. John's, Erin sends mittens she knits to 
friends made while travelling. She commented, "I like sending things I knit from 
traditional patterns to my friends in other places. It's a good way of spreading 
Newfoundland culture" (11-12-05). Just as Kaya recognizes the benefit of knitting for 
providing an element of common culture to share with her grandmother, and Gillian was 
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able to benefit from knitting as a means of community integration at L' Arche, Cape 
Breton, Erin attempts to facilitate integration across international boundaries. 
Knitting's use as a medium for promoting cultural continuity 
A common practice among Newfoundland hobby knitters is to knit for anyone 
who requests a particular knitted item and supplies the knitter with materials. While at 
first glance I perceived this practice as primarily indicating the low value placed on 
knitting skills, through my conversations with knitters I have come to understand their 
willingness to knit for acquaintances or even strangers as a gesture of commitment to 
community and an attempt to maintain the culture of sharing skills and resources that is 
ubiquitous in rural Newfoundland. Knitting for others, my informants pointed out, also 
provides them with the secondary benefits of having their skills recognized; of allowing 
them to practice their hobby without always having to spend their own money on knitting 
supplies; and of giving them a push to try new projects, techniques and materials and 
thereby to enhance their knitting skills. In his study of the use of space in a 
Newfoundland outport, Calvert, Pocius found that the sharing of natural resources and 
spaces was the basis of community and also individual identity (1991). My informants' 
comments demonstrate that sharing knitting skills without expecting reciprocation of any 
particular kind has a similar social function - for solidifying connections among 
community members. 
Some knitters told me they believe that knitting for members of their community 
is a part of their culture and they are proud to never charge for their knitting. For 
example, Laura compares her own practice of knitting for anyone who asks her to with 
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her grandmother's knitting for charities, such as the Red Cross, to help out neighbours 
with large families, and for bachelors who had no female relatives to knit for them. Some 
knitters develop specialties for knitting particular items, such as socks and mittens, for 
which they become known among their friends, families and colleagues, and so receive 
regular requests: for example, Betty Loo Waylen has become known among her 
acquaintances as a sock knitter and there is an elderly man who asks her to knit multiple 
pairs every year before Christmas and he gives them as gifts to his relatives. Not only do 
they enjoy the process of knitting, but they also enjoy seeing hand-knit items in use, 
because these remind them of the past and the way of life they associate with home and 
their childhood. Laura's comment, "you don't see kids in hand-knit stuff much anymore, 
but it's nice because it shows that there are other people like us who still care- I 
remember always wearing sweaters my grandmother made for skating and playing 
outside" (1 0-17-05), reflects the sentiments of other hobby knitters. 
Knitters said that it is not necessary to have their labour recognized by the person 
who eventually receives the knitted object as a gift. Being asked to knit is sufficient 
recognition of skill. Rather than taking offence at being asked to knit without monetary 
recompense, knitters are flattered because requests signify that their knitting is 
recognized as high quality. In sum, this practice ofknitting for anyone who requests is 
some hobby knitters' way of contributing to the persistence of hand-knit garments in the 
everyday experience ofNewfoundlanders. 
While they regret the high price of hand knit goods in St. John's shops, hobby 
knitters are acutely aware of the problem of the low price ofknit clothing from the 
perspective of professional crafts people who count on the sale of knitwear to make a 
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living. All of my informants agreed that they wish knitters could earn more money for 
their labour. However, Gillian said that despite the low wage professional knitters earn 
from the sale of knitwear and her desire to support knitters, she does not consider buying 
hand-knit items from St. John's shops because she cannot afford them. In addition, 
Martina said she is reluctant to pay for knitwear she could produce herself: for example, 
when she saw an exhibition of knitwear at the Crafts Council of Newfoundland and 
Labrador gallery, Martina felt pleased to see knitting recognized by being displayed in 
that setting but she was taken aback when she noticed scarves priced at $80 each. On one 
hand, hobby knitters are highly appreciative of the effort and skill that goes into 
producing hand-knit garments: Martina said, "I don't want to undermine the work that 
knitters do by saying that knitting is overpriced" (11-09-05). On the other hand, knitting 
is such a commonplace part of their everyday experience that some knitters feel making 
knitting a market commodity is detrimental to the culture of sharing that promotes social 
cohesion in rural Newfoundland communities (Pocius, 1991). Laura, for example, feels 
that if people do not knit as a hobby, hand-knit items will be accessible only to tourists 
and the wealthy. 
Knitting as conspicuous coriformity to traditional fomale gender roles 
Learning to knit as children taught my informants about their culture's gender 
delineation of tasks. The people they saw knitting when they were children were almost 
exclusively women, and it was generally women who taught them to knit, so they 
understood that knitting was an activity for women and girls. Learning knitting skills 
gave them an impression of, and an appreciation for, women's work prior to 
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industrialization. While they admit that they did not fully appreciate their mothers' and 
grandmothers' work when they were children, having been introduced to knitting at an 
early age contributed to my informants' beliefs that women's domestic tasks are valuable 
and admirable. Thus relearning to knit as adults and knitting as a hobby is a way for 
Kaya to express her appreciation for traditional women's work by choosing to do some of 
that work; for Sue learning to knit useful objects, such as dishcloths, was a way of 
expressing her valuation of traditional gender roles. 
Though knitting's association with domesticity is a matter of concern for some 
contemporary hobby knitters, which I will further discuss in Chapter 4, others embrace 
this association and use their knitting to deliberately conform to the gender role of 
women as domestic producers. Even though knitting was once something many women 
were obliged to do by social convention and economic necessity, and thus may carry 
connotations of women's exploitation as domestic labourers, today some women use 
knitting to demonstrate their choice to conform to women's domestic roles. Some 
knitters, especially Sue, believe that the traditional male-female division of labour within 
households is critical to maintaining the strength of the traditional heterosexual family as 
the basic unit around which social life revolves in Western culture. Knitting provides 
relief from struggling to advance in the labour force and to achieve financial success 
equivalent to their husbands'. Many hobby knitters deliberately attempt to conform to 
the traditional role of women as producers of necessary domestic items because they 
believe that this is an important part of women's culture that is worthy of recognition and 
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The dishcloths Sue knits (Figure 2) are simultaneously tools for maintaining 
domestic cleanliness, social relationships, and social conventions for home decor. She 
explained, 
I'm making a set of dishtowels and dishcloths for my next-door-neighbour. I 
made her a set in the Christmas colours and now I'm making her a set in the 
colour of her kitchen. I'll give her this [the red, white and green dishcloths] 
before we go away for Christmas for a week, for a gift because she looks after 
our cats [ ... ]And when we leave for good [to move back to the Maritimes] I'll 
give her all this stuff, the colour of her kitchen, as a thank-you for being a good 
neighbour while we were here ( 11-14-05). 
The dishcloths are iconic of the social norms of seasonal colour themes and of colour 
coordination within rooms of the house insofar as they match the decor of her 
neighbour's kitchen. Sue's awareness of her neighbour's taste is signalled by her 
knowledge of the colours to choose for the dishcloths, and the closeness of their 
relationship is indicated by the gesture ofthe handmade gift. Dishcloths are indexic to 
the extent that they are associated with the task for which they play a crucial role: 
cleaning dishes. As such, they are the epitome ofhumble, ordinary, domestic objects. 
They are symbols of housework so making dishcloths by hand demonstrates the concern 
Sue has for housework and for the status she achieves through meeting or exceeding the 
cultural standards for domestic cleanliness. 
Until recently, the only knitted objects Sue made were dishcloths- she made 
them for her own home, for her cottage, for her in-laws, and for other friends. I was 
surprised and impressed by how common knitting dishcloths is among St. John's hobby 
knitters, and how well-liked these hand-knit kitchen cleaning implements are. My initial 
assumption was that taking the time to make these everyday objects by hand and giving 
them as gifts raised the status of the objects and perhaps also the status of the tasks (and 
the people who performed the tasks) with which dishcloths are associated. However, 
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several knitters assured me that making dishcloths domestically is primarily relaxing, and 
knitting these objects reminds them of their childhoods and of seeing their mothers and 
grandmothers making them. By demonstrating conformity to the traditional gender 
division of labour in families through their knitting - especially of domestic items, such 
as dishcloths - knitters today benefit from reassurance of their place in their familial 
history and from feelings of security from contributing to cultural continuity. 
Conclusion 
Through talking with hobby knitters I learned that there is a common pattern of 
stages through which they acquired knitting skills and became committed to knitting as a 
leisure activity. Knitting has common associations and connotations that knitters use to 
express their allegiances and values. In this chapter I have shown how my informants use 
knitting to cope with their personal, ideological, and identity dilemmas, to foster a sense 
of community cohesiveness through sharing their skills, to demonstrate their willingness 
to conform to some aspects of women's traditional gender roles by maintaining a link 
with the past demonstrated to them when knitting was first introduced during childhood. 
Having been introduced to knitting as children caused my informants to form 
associations between knitting and home and family; in addition, my informants, who are 
from Newfoundland, learned to associate knitting with their Newfoundland identity. 
Learning to knit in domestic settings promoted awareness of the gender delineation of 
tasks within families and appreciation for women's work. Knitters' experiences 
demonstrate that they chose to relearn to knit to reassure themselves of their place in their 
culture and in their family, at times when they felt overwhelmed by urbanization and 
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globalization, and at points when their lives were in transition. Those who moved to the 
province from elsewhere use the craft to demonstrate their allegiance to the idealized 
image ofthe rural Newfoundland lifestyle. 
The social relationships solidified by learning to knit contribute, at least on the 
individual level, to social cohesion and to cultural continuity. Hobby knitters themselves 
enjoy the sense that they are continuing a longstanding practice. In addition, other 
members of the community who see knitters in action and who come in contact with 
hand-knit items are also reminded, by knitting, of their culture's past. 
Knitting is reassuring to knitters because they have memories of their own family 
members knitting, and because knitting has historical precedence as not only an 
acceptable activity for women but also a valued and even necessary one. Knitters may 
take refuge from the challenges of the capitalist marketplace and gain recognition for 
their skills and family contributions by knitting, an activity that is recognized as valuable 
in Newfoundland society. 
By knitting for their loved ones and also for anyone who requests a hand-knit 
item, knitters contribute to ensuring that handmade items are accessible to and used by 
ordinary Newfoundlanders. In addition, hobby knitting serves to reinforce societal 
valuation for handmade gifts. 
However, despite my informants respect for women's handwork and the rural 
lifestyle, they are not blindly nostalgic; instead, hobby knitters learn and practice knitting 
in order to preserve the tradition of knitting in a form that is relevant for them in their 
social context. Learning to knit has provided my informants with a relaxing leisure 
activity that reminds them of the culture they belong to and are proud of. Hobby knitters 
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enjoy the sense of the past that knitting gives them, but rather than focusing on recreating 
historically accurate knitting experiences and objects, they use knitting to suit their 
personal needs, such as combating homesickness and making social contact with other 
knitters. My research found that the predominant use of knitting among urban hobbyists 
is for creating a sense of belonging and for contributing to the continuation of a 
traditional practice they feel is symbolic of their culture. 
By producing useful textile goods domestically, hobby knitters' craft serves to 
maintain the visibility of a once pervasive kind of production. Now that I have described 
the psychological and social benefits of learning to knit and of knitting, in the next 
chapter I will turn my attention to how knitting is accomplished and how knitters both 
conform to and expand on the aesthetic norms for Newfoundland crafts. I will describe 
how knitting needles are used to create and repeat loops of yarn to produce fabric, and the 
preferred tools and materials of hobby knitters. By describing the items hobby knitters 
produce and the forms ofhand-knit objects, I will show that the tradition of innovation is 
being carried on by hobby knitters. 
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Chapter 3. How and What Hobby Knitters Knit 
This chapter is about how to knit -the actual mechanics, tools and materials of 
knitting- as well as the objects hobby knitters create. Using readily available materials 
and tools and the ingenious but simple techniques of knitting, people both conform to the 
aesthetic norms for Newfoundland crafts and attempt to expand on conventions. This 
combination of conformity and innovation allows people to define themselves, through 
the objects they produce, in terms of their cultural past and in terms of their present 
desires- this is to say, knitters take pride in producing the same sorts of warm, functional 
clothing their foremothers made, and they choose projects that are either simple or 
challenging depending on their desires for relaxation or intellectual stimulation. The 
objects knitters make that demonstrate conformity to stereotypical aesthetic norms for 
Newfoundland crafts are ones that have borders, use bright colours and symmetry. These 
include shawls, dishcloths, hats, scarves, mitts, socks, sweaters, belts, and purses. 
However, some of the objects knitters create are not stereotypical (Figure 3) forms for 
Newfoundland knitting.7 For example, the purses and belts knitters make conform to 
contemporary fashion trends: Alice Finn said, "I knit these funky belts that my 
granddaughters just love because they're like the ones Britney Spears wears" (Knit Out 
Night 04-27-06). Knitting trendy garments and accessories allows knitters to see 
themselves as members of a culture that can be traced through objects and practices. This 
is because the objects conform to Western society clothing styles and because the act of 
knitting conforms to contemporary trends in leisure activities and to historical practices. 
7 For my informants, Newfoundland hand knit goods are typically warm, functional and made of wool. 
They pointed to St. John's craft shops- NONIA, the Cod Jigger, and the Crafts Council of Newfoundland 
and Labrador shop- as places where Newfoundland knitting could be found. Several knitters made 
comments such as, "what I knit is not real Newfoundland knitting" (Helen 11-22-05). 
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How to knit: how to loop thread into cloth 
The essence of knitting is making interlocking loops of fibre to create fabric. A 
single thread generally runs through the entire knitted object- other threads of 
contrasting colours may be added to create decorative motifs. 
The first step in knitting is casting on. 8 The objective of this procedure is to 
create loops of yarn on a knitting needle. Though knitters are often familiar with several 
methods for casting on, in general a knitter will routinely use only the method that she 
finds most intuitive. The casting on method (Figure 4) which Hazel teaches, and which I 
observed most commonly, is accomplished by "knitting stitches on" (Hazel 04-27-06). In 
order to cast on using Hazel's method, first, make a slip knot of yam on the left hand 
needle and insert the right needle (step 1); next, wrap the yam around the right needle 
(step 2); then draw the right needle down through the original loop and catch the new 
yam to form a new loop (step 3); finally, give the new loop (on the right needle) a half 
twist and place it back on the left needle (step 4). Now there are two stitches on the left 
needle. Repeat this process of adding loops until the desired number of stitches is 
realized. 
8 There are apparently limitless ways of casting on. I continue to be surprised by learning new methods for 
realizing the casting on process when I meet new knitters and read knitting instruction manuals. 
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Step I: Insert the right needle into the 
slip knot on the left needle. 
Step 3: Create a new loop on the right 
needle by drnw the yam up through. 
2: Wrap the yam aro1und 
needle. 
Figure 4: llaul's casting on method, demonstrated by the author. 
As mentioned in the preceding chapter, often when knitting is introduced the 
teacher docs the casting on and the Ieamer is taught the kmt stitCh first. 11tls basic stitch 
is produced, by all of my infomtants and every other knitter I have ever met, using four 
steps) wh.Jch, once mastered~ knitters accomplish in one smooth movement. Hazel 
accomplishes a single l-nit stitch in one sccond9. Knit stitches are produced by first. 
inserting the right needle up into the first loop on the left needle; then, wrapping the yam 
between the crossed needles, around the right one; then, drawing the right needle down 
'Taking pbocos to illustrate the steps kni«ers use to produce scitches was challenQins because they are no 
Jonser COflJCious of the four steps I made a video of Ha.7.el knitting a stitch which takes only one second 
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through the original loop, thereby creating a loop of new yam on the right needle; and 
finally, sliding the left needle away !Tom the stitch allowing the original loop to slip off 
(Figure 5). The knit stitch is repeated in every loop across the row for plain knitting or 
interspersed with variants of knit stitches and purl stitches to create patterns, such as 
ribbing and cables. When all the stitches on the left needle have been worked over to the 
right needle, the knitter switches the needles from one hand to the other in order to knit 
back the other way and continue building up the loops to make fabric. 
to the first loop on the left needle. 
Step 3: Hazel draws the right needle 
down through the original loop creating 
a loop of new yam on the right needle. 
right needle. 
Step 4: HllZ<'I draws the 
away from the stitch allowing the 
original loop to slip off 
Figure 5: The four steps involved in knitting, demonstrnted by HllZ<'I. 
If., cry ro" IS knot. the lcnn fu< the resulung penem os garta •filch. fabnc krul tn g;>ner 
<lllth ha> a bull·y, ndg<:d lcxtun: (Fogwe 6) In order 10 oc:ho.-c the Oal SIDOOih leXIWe 
!hal os mos1 eharacleristo<: ofltnil fabncs- nol only hand-lnu fabncs bul also 
commcn:oolly-!Nide fabnc used for ganneniS such"" T·shorts and sports socks allernale 
row~ mu)t be W'Orked 1n purl stitches. Purl stitclles nrc the ln\~~rse ofkntt stitchcs.10 
Rother thon leuing the original stitch pass over the new ~wtch, nwuy from the knitter, to 
!he back of !he work, 1hc purl stitch allows rhe orogonal stilth to he brought over the new 
slilch loword the knotter Thos creates a little half-round lump When alternating rows are 
knot and purled. aU oftbc backs of the knit stolthes, e H· !he purl Motth lumps, are on the 
bael so de of the fabnc. and the front site of the fabnc os smooth and Oat lhe effea 
achoc\ed by kruttmg al~emaung rows on knot and purl <lltches "called .•todono:tte stttch 
(figure 7) 
lll In htnch. purt ltit(he$ are called eml!r:s. The v.ud ~n~-tn il polyttm(IUS 11 abo both means backward, 
and in1ide out 
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fi&Urt 7 
The final c;tep an creating a paece oflmned fabnc 15 uJ,fmt.: t1f 1'he loops must 
be scc:un.'<llo one ano1her 10 ensure lhalthe knmmg doe< no1 unro•el Unhke for casting 
on, there as n :>tnglc method for casting offwh1ch all my mformants Ul'C ll1e final row of 
kniumg is slnrted by knitting the first stitch and then second sutch fromlhe left needle 10 
~1e nght needle Then, before luulling the lhlfd Slllch, the linot -'itch is passed over lhc 
"'cond •mch and allo"ed to fall between 1he needles rho th11d st11th 1S ln11 on lhe right 
needle and the ..rond 'IIIIth IS passed o•ef 11 Th1s proc""' IS repealed unbl only one 
loop renwns on the right needle. At last, lhe )am" cut and dro\\nlhrough the last loop 
to scxurc the knatt~ng. 
The <1nk1ng S1m1lanty among alllhe lrultcl\ I spole ""h 1n StJohn's is !heir 
tendency 10 kna1 the /·.nj!lnh Amencan way rather chan the Gt·rmun ContmenJal way. 
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Th" IS 10 SO) , ~nllters hold lhe yam in theu nght lund. ll>cy wrap lhe yam around their 
nght ptnLK, ""8 ocm•ddle fingers for 1ens1on and"''"""'"'"' !he )am around lhe needle 
us••& theu n¥bl•ndc• fingers (figwc 8} 
F1gure 8 Gllhan holdmg the yam in her nghl hah3nnddii!he~:;;gh:~::= 
lhough I was originally 1augh11o Lmllhe Enghsh,'Amencan \\2)', I lend to kni1 
the (it·rmwt ( 'onllm:nlul way because I find it more cnic1cnt I keep the yam wrapped 
around n linger on my left hand and swing it around the right n..:edlc, usmg my leA. index 
finger My infonmanls found my teehmque fasc:mallng; ourd•fferenl ways of knitting 
g&\'C us a po1n1 of comparison Most of them had ne\·er ~en &n)•Onc kmt the '",.Y I do. 
Some were Jnllore<led to figure out how my method worked and 10 gJVc 11 a 11y 
Un<WpnSJngly, they found the left-handed way ofLnlllmg more t\\lwatd and resolved 
IO SIIC~ 10 the mc1hod !he) are more famibar '"lh 
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Tools and Materials 
In their most basic forms the tools and materials for knitting - wool (or any other 
fibre spun into yarn) and pointed sticks- are the same as they have always been. Today, 
however, there is a vast array of products for knitters to choose from. Knitters take great 
delight in both the familiarity of some knitting products - they identify yarns still 
available that their mothers and grandmothers used- and the novelty of others: indeed 
Hazel attributes the resurgence of interest in knitting in the past five years or so to the 
new "fashion yarns that have come on the market" (11-17-05). Though standardized, 
technical systems exist for comparing and quantifying the differences between yarns and 
needles; in fact needles have gauges (different in the US and in Europe) and yarns have 
weights, so knitters' choice between products is a matter of personal taste, economy, and 
principle. Knitters are also quick to point out that the yarn and size of needles they use 
are to a large degree determined by the functions of the objects they knit and the people 
who will use the objects. For example, Martina said, "I only knit with one hundred 
percent wool for people who are going to appreciate it and take care of it" (11-09-05); 
and Laura has learned that garments she knits for children must be made of acrylic fibres 
or cotton rather than wool, not only because these fibres are more washable, but also 
because children do not tolerate the roughness of wool. 
Most knitters do most of their knitting on single pointed knitting needles. Wool 
Trends stocks such needles in sizes as small as 2mm and as large as 15mm in diameter 
(Figure 9). Generally speaking, thinner needles are used for knitting finer yarn and 
thicker needles are used for coarser, chunkier yarns. But fine yarn may be knit on thick 
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J>ffill01 to prod~~« Jacoer l-notnng and heavier yam may bo knot <>n thonner needles to 
produce dcNcr, more ngod L-notted items. Helen saod, "M) lnottongt> hle a ldd writing 
bog loop< because I use mostly those big, lilt needlo (to maLe h¥hl\>eoght) tlowong 
shawls" (I 2.().1-05). Needles also come inn vanety oflenl!lh•. bcenu<e longer needles 
are necessary when knHt.ng a larger project so that all the Matcht.''S con fit on eather one of 
the ncc'tllcs 
Figure 9 to 3mm 
bamboo double poonted; 4.5mm plastic double poonted, 9mm plastic songle pomted). 
U>ong "ngle poonted needles ~~CCCS>otates tumong at the end of e\Cty ro" and 
Lnottong t.ck the other way. This tunung- and the purl <tote h. mentioned abo>e- may 
bo a'ooded b) U>ong a >Ct of four or the double poonted needles or a c·~rcular J>ffille To 
usc double poonted or ctrcular needles, suu:hes are cast on, dt>tnbuted on three of the four 
m.--edlc-s or around the cutular needle, and JOined. Kmtun~ ptOM.te~~ contanuously 
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around the circle rather than back and forth. Thin double pointed needles (sizes 2mm to 
5mm) are generally used for making mittens and socks; hats may be knit on double 
pointed needles of any size; and pullover sweaters are often knit on circular needles. 
Martina uses circular needles rather than double pointed ones whenever possible because 
she can save time by never having to change the position of the knitting in her hands. 
Most knitting needles are made of metal, plastic and wood. Some knitters prefer 
wooden needles because they like the warm, soft feel of wood in their hands better than 
plastic or metal. Wooden knitting needles contribute to knitters such as Erin's feeling 
that knitting is a holistic, natural activity. Gillian told me "plastic needles are better [than 
metal needles] because they have a bit of give to them. Some people who knit a lot, and 
for deadlines, can get carpal tunnel syndrome from using the metal ones" (11-25-05). 
Other knitters said that they prefer to use metal needles because these provide the most 
satisfying clicking knitting sound; as mentioned above, this sound is a part of what makes 
knitting relaxing and also reminds knitters of their childhoods. Knitters build up a 
collection of needles as they embark on new projects (Figure 1 0). Knitting needles cost 
between five and ten dollars per set, which is much less than the cost of enough yarn for 
almost any project. 
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t·ogure 10 Maotona's collectooo ofkmttmg occdle> 
The C~<SIC matenal for kmruog os \\OOI The a....,.;olloon bct"ccn wool and 
lnouong" "'"rongohat people often use !be "ord l«N>IIo refer 1o any kmrung material, 
bul a gn:a1 deal of the lnonong matenal people use os yarn of other fibres Yam is 
avaalablc 1n an enonnous vanety of colour'S. textures. tibrcs and prices, which appeal to 
knottcrs' visual, lacoile and olfacoooy senses, as well liS 10 !heir budgels. The COS! of yam 
is d1 nicult to compare because companies package yams 10 d1flbrent ways, quancicjes of 
yam are ondicnocd on packages in lenglh (for example, a sleon of yarn may be 200m long) 
and also on \\coghl (for uample, 200g). Generally, yam pnccs are delennoned by fibre 
eonlenland w•y of production (hand-spun and hand-d)cd" mac:hone-made~ A general 
schema for ICI>IIO most ••pensive yams os as folio"' acryhcs.acl) loc-\\ool blends, 
acryloc-alpaca.mohaorblends, pure \\OOI. \\OOI-alpac&~mohaor-cashmcre blends, pure 
alpotaimohaor, pure cashmere, and hand-Spuniband-dycd pure nalural ftbn:s. Phentc:x 
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and Patons are brands knitters associate with inexpensive acrylic yam; Briggs & Little is 
a popular brand for mid-priced pure wool and acrylic-wool blends; and Fleece Artists is a 
high-end, luxury brand that some knitters buy to indulge themselves, and others long to 
purchase. Most of my informants tend to be open to using all sorts of fibres: for 
example, while Helen often buys Fleece Artists products, she also knits with basic Patons 
acrylic yarn when that kind of yam is most suitable. 
The major advantages of knitting with acrylic fibres, knitters told me, are that 
acrylic is more affordable, acrylic does not itch and, unlike most wool, acrylic is 
machine-washable. Thus, knitters use acrylics for knitting garments for children who 
cannot tolerate the roughness of wool and for people who knitters doubt will take the 
time to do laundry by hand (Martina 11-09-05). However, most knitters said that they 
prefer to buy one hundred percent wool and other natural fibres. Knitters believe that 
wool is warmer and more durable (if properly laundered), so it is more appropriate for the 
winter garments they produce. 
Some knitters favour pure wool as a matter of principle because they believe 
"wool is traditional" (Erin 11-26-05) and more in keeping with the spirit of hand-knitting: 
they like the feel and aroma of wool. The smell of lanoline, which minimally processed 
wool emits, reminds knitters of the natural resources that go into clothing and of the 
woollen clothing they wore as children. Knitting with wool also makes Erin think of the 
amount of labour and resources that go into all the objects in her life, and strengthens her 
resolve to be a responsible consumer by buying local products. Erin enjoys a fantasy of 
one day living in a rural place and raising her own sheep to experience every stage of the 
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production of wool (02-11-06). Conversely, Martina said, "I know people who 
practically get the sheep themselves but I'm not into that. I'm just as happy to go out and 
buy wool. Knitting is enough for me" (11-09-05). 
Though there is no large scale production of yam in Newfoundland, some knitters 
choose Briggs & Little yams, manufactured in New Brunswick, in order to support a 
"good ol' Atlantic Canadian company" (Erin 11-26-05). The coarse texture, the 
'itchiness,' of Briggs & Little yarns is a positive symbol of its authenticity for some 
knitters, who refer to this brand as homespun. 11 The sensory experience of wool is part of 
what is important to many knitters about hand-knitting. 
Knitters who are not attached to wool as a reminder of nature and of domestic 
production favour pure wool and other natural fibres for aesthetic reasons. They find 
products made of natural fibres appealing for their novel, bolder colours and luxurious 
textures. For example, Helen said, "I know that I'm a wool snob: I mostly knit with 
wool and alpaca. This may be a class thing but I just don't see acrylic yam as good for 
real knitting" (12-04-05). Natural fibres may be highly refined to produce soft, cushy, 
fluffy yarns. These yarns, especially the ones produced by Fleece Artists, are among the 
most expensive at Wool Trends. When knitters touch these hand-dyed wool/mohair 
blends they ooh-and-ah longingly. 
11 Domestically-spun wool is called homespun. Prior to the wide-scale availability of consumer goods in 
Newfoundland, before Confederation in 1949, raising sheep and spinning wool domestically was 
practically universal among Newfoundland households (Pocius 1979, 4). One knitter told me that before I 
left Newfoundland, I "should try knitting a pair of socks with homespun," by which she meant Briggs & 
Little yarn. 
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The objects knitters produce and their aesthetic rules 
The objects hobby knitters produce represent their desires to knit garments that 
conform to their view of traditional knitting and their desires to express their 
individuality by making "unique things that aren't too expensive" (Sue 11-14-05). 
Knitters emphasize the functionality of the objects they make in order to link their 
contemporary knitting to the traditional hand-knitting they value. For example, Martina 
(Figure 11) said, "like to knit things to keep people warm, like shawls, scarves, mitts and 
hats" ( 10-17 -05). But part of the key to making functional knitted items, knitters know, 
is making them usable in the contemporary context as well as appealing to contemporary 
taste. Erin likes to produce items that are not only identifiable as handmade but also 
different from items other knitters make, and uniquely suited to the people for whom they 
are made. This is to say, Erin selects colours and fibres that appeal to her and to the 
people for whom she knits. Knitters also modify patterns and create their own designs to 
produce objects which they consider better than those available commercially. For 
example, Laura, who makes dishcloths out of white cotton yarn, said "you can't buy 
those big potcloths [so] you have to make them big" (1 0-17-05). Knitters enjoy 
experimenting with techniques and materials to expand the range of knitted forms, but 
knitters take care to contain their experimentation within the criteria they believe 
constitute good knitting. 
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F1gu"' II Martlnaholdmgawarmsha\\lshemad<: 
A> mentioned above. knitters define traditional Ln1111ng pnmanly as 1tems that 
have dcfin1tc pruct•cal functions- socks. mitts. scnr\'CS, sweaters and hats are 
qu1n1esscminl traditional kniued items accord1ng to my 1nforrnants Traditional knitted 
ObjeCts,l'nn and Gillian believe, have active functions that fulfi ll the need to provide 
warmth and prot1.."Ct1on from tbc eJcmcnts rather than passive. dccorahvc functions. Many 
kn11tcrs consoder P""' "oollhe only su1table matenal for tradouonal knitbllj; but some 
acupc the 1ncorporaMn of acrylic )'Bm onto tradouonal Lmtung. Wool garments, 
handmade of homespun wool, are the ponnade oftradouonallmnong and also of gocd 
lnuuns for some of my Informants Though Go I han bel"'"'' S\\eaters made us1ng 
km1t1ng mac hones""' not traditional, and Enn speculated Items w1th cable patterns may 
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not be tradouonal because these paltctn5 do not add "annth, m) mfonnants \iew most of 
the ~noned Item> for sale w St. John's craft shops as tradouonallmtuns 
In addotoon to the "arm wmter garments that make up mo.t ofhobb) liruaers· 
producuon and whoch they consoder so!DC\•hattradouonal, some produce fashoon oterns 
ond novelty home uecessones (Fogure 12), mcludong bogs, puN:S, belts, cellpbone cases, 
cat bed:., blankets, tea--<:o1.ys, knitted gnomes, and mtmature w1llie wnnner12 Christmas 
tree decorations. While knitters identify these Items as doiTerent from ll'aditional knilled 
otems, these obJects do conform to some oft he aesthetic norms for Newfoundland crafts, 
as wt-11 a.\ to kmtte~· own rules on what oonslltutes good lnmmg 
Figure 
L:nmers 
Fasluon ~lies, home and ornament• pRJd~>:ed 
purse (M~ Beny), gnome (Helen Ball). \\tlhe \\Brmer(Martona Wbote} 
12 W1lhe \\'lUmen. Manin.a explaiMd, are pems covers that are worn '*''der tollsm lu:u of underwear. She 
knit. n\lmbtr or IYiiniature ones liS Christmas tree decorations for aifb for her g.ay fnends 
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The basic criteria for good knitting is that hand-knit items must be useable. This 
means they must not necessitate such cautious treatment that their usability is diminished, 
and they must be appropriate for contemporary users in the contemporary context. 
Knitters recognize that due to today's home heating systems, garments they make need be 
less warm than hand-knit garments made before homes had oil and electric furnaces. As 
mentioned above, knitters are adamant that items prone to getting dirty should be 
machine-washable: for example, some knitters believe dishcloths should be made out of 
sturdy, white, one hundred percent cotton so that they are not harmed by bleach (Laura 
10-17-05); others said that Phentex brand acrylic yarn is best for slippers because it never 
wears out or loses its colour. Essentially, good hand-knit items are those that are 
functional for today's users. In addition, knitters strive to make their knitting 
comfortable and stylish. For example, Laura believes the hand-knit socks she makes are 
good because the "thin wool makes them wearable inside shoes and the two-tone grey 
colour makes them good to wear with jeans" (1 0-29-05). 
Another ofknitters' criteria for good knitting is that items be free of any obvious 
mistakes. There are two ways of approaching or negotiating this rule: some knitters are 
quite rigorous, willing to unravel, and ready to reknit their work as many times as 
necessary in order to create flawless items; other knitters have a more laissez-faire 
attitude, they feel that if the fabric holds together properly and has the right shape, then 
they are satisfied to correct any minor mistakes - such as dropped stitches - by sewing 
them up once the project is complete. Helen, for example, tries not to worry too much 
about details; she said, "[If I dropped a stitch] I would either have to go back and darn it 
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or just pull the whole thing out, so chances are I would just go back and darn it, because I 
don't know how to pick up stitches" (11-22-05). By contrast, Martina insisted, "I'm not a 
perfectionist but I don't mind starting over to fix mistakes, to get it right" (1 0-17-05). 
The more experienced knitters I spoke with also discussed the importance of 
proper tension; this is achieved by knitting test squares, called swatches, of the same yarn 
with different gauges of needles in order to find the ideal match, to ensure that the 
finished garments drape nicely. Gillian explained that knitting swatches is not fun but it 
is necessary because "[Knitting] has to drape a certain way; it can't be too loose or too 
tight. If you're making a sweater you want it to hang in a certain way that looks natural, 
you want it to look smooth and not too chunky. You want to knit it in such a way as to 
allow for a little bit of shrinkage because there will be wear and tear over time" (11-25-
05) 
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!lobby !.nllte,.; define good kn1tting '"tenm of 11> appropr10teneos for the 
md1V1dunl who w1ll use it. They also expect hnnd-knll Items to exh1b11 the maker's 
creattvtty and ability to customize the design to sutt the u~er Enn (1-'tgure 13). for 
example. carefully considers users' tastes and needs when chooMnJ! yam colours and 
fibre~. nnd also knatung pattentS. Sometimes she goes to the kntthng supply store wtth 
the poople for "'hom she kn11s in order to get them to p1ck out the matenals of their 
chotec ~ urthermore. some knitters bcJie,·c that m order for lmuted 1tems to be 
con"den:d trul) handmade, commercial p~ttcms should be mod1fied or else the knitter 
should 1nvent her o"n pattern (Gtlhan 11-25.05) Th1s pcnonahzauon of each knitted 
Hem. some hobb} t-rutters feel, makes their objects supcnor to mJUS-produced objectS, 
and perhaps olso to the hand-knit items for sale at craft stores However, lmtters do draw 
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on the common aesthetic norms that govern Newfoundland crafts: repetition, borders, 
symmetry and bright colours, as well as recycling (Pocius 1981 ). 
Symmetry and Repetition 
The repetition and bilateral and tripartite symmetry Pocius found to be aesthetic 
rules for Newfoundland crafts, continue to dominate contemporary hobby knitting 
(1981 ). Objects knitters create tend to have regular symmetric forms and symmetric 
decorative patterns. Some knitted objects exhibit both bilateral and tripartite symmetry. 
An aesthetic rule knitters almost invariably conform to is that edges must be smooth and 
straight. Thus, knitters must learn to increase and decrease stitches in an even, regular 
pattern so that the edges of flat pieces are perfectly straight. For example, symmetry in 
the triangular shawls (Figure 14) Helen makes is evident in that each half of the triangle 
is the mirror image of the other. This bilateral symmetry may represent Helen's 
unconscious struggle with "life's basic paradox" (Pocius 1981, 18): despite Helen's 
insistence that knitting is a way for her to break rules and avoid prescribed social norms, 
she does strive to give her knitting regular forms and she does unravel knitting that does 
not conform to the aesthetic rule of symmetry. The basic paradox in Helen's knitting is 
that while she appreciates traditional forms, such as sweaters she buys from craft shops, 
she chooses not to recreate them because she does not want to be constricted by societal 
rules for how her knitting should turn out nor be restricted to using practical, one hundred 
percent pure wool fibre. 
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l'ogure 14 Garter stitch shawl, lmn b> Helen """B exoue, lu.,unous fi!Rs 
Martina used tnprutite symmeli) on both the poncho and the <ha" I she made. Of 
all her Lnotllng proJ<:<:ls, the one she IS most proud ofos the shawiW1gure 15) because she 
overcame dcsogn challenges to create a gannent that octually fits her Instead of 
mcrcns.mg one stitch per row. as Helen docs to create a more pomted tnangular shawl. 
Mnnona designed her own pattern to create a onorc obtuse-angled triangle by increasong 
seveml stitches per row; however, she Stoll managed 10 rroduce stm1sht smooth edges and 
a symmctncal pattern. In tlus shawl, the row of fan shape• form a central monf around 
"h"h each <ode os symmctncally-balanccd ThiS tnpannc symmeli)• rcpn:sents "hfe·s 
balance" (POCIU> 1981, 18). The non-standard angles of the Lnonong on 01therside of the 
eenttal mollfhelp to hoghlogbt the tmponance of the oppo.ong s1dcs of the des1gn 
Mart1na n:cognozes her life as a balance beh•een l"O equally 1mponant perts: ber home 
life nnd her wort1ng hfe She enjoys the wort she does at Convergys and her 
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relauonshopo "'th her colleagues but. at worl. she lads an outlet for her creative energy; 
her homc-hfc os domonated by seasonal and ongoong craft prOJCCIS but Martina said, -1 
love makong thongs and lmtUng but I sure wouldn't \\ant to h&\C to earn a h\lng doing 
crnfh and scllong them .. (02-09-06). 
Figure IS. Shawl 
Martona. 
Kniuers demonstrate their awareness of trndiuonnl ncsthcllc nonns of repetition 
and symmetry even woth obJects that do not have symmetrical fonns. such as mittens. 
The shape of the mmcns os of greater omportaoce to krutte"' than the decorauve motifs. 
butlnoucrs do aucmpt to onsure that the moufs are repeated on a regular wa} For 
example. fnn <aod •he regrets that the pattern on the palm of the "seporabst motts- did 
not wort out seaml .. sly she considered unravel long the mons and startlng agam but 
decoded that the om perfect repetition was not a dammng fault Ho\\ever, symmetry of 
paors ofmntens and socks os critical for Erin: she would hkc to make a replacement mitt 
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for her boyfriend who lost one of the trigger mitts13 she made for him but because she 
cannot find exactly the same colour wool, she said, "I'll probably just knit him a new 
pair." Erin feels that her boyfriend would feel uncomfortable wearing a pair of mitts that 
were not a match. She considered my suggestion that she could knit the replacement mitt 
out of a complimentary but different colour, but this idea does not conform to her 
aesthetic ideal. 
Repetition provides a sense of comfort and stability to the user and the maker. 
Repetitive patterns are easier to knit, Erin said: one of the hardest projects she ever 
completed was a pair of socks with a variety of colours and a pattern that never repeated 
itself. She did not find that project relaxing because she had to pay careful attention to 
the written instructions for every row. The worst part, she said, was finishing the first 
sock because then she had to knit the same difficult pattern again. After the first few 
repetitions, once knitters establish regular patterns, they said, they no longer have to look 
at the instructions or concentrate on knitting. 
Laura enjoys knitting sweaters and socks with repetitive patterns of stitches rather 
than colour patterns because she can smoothly alter her stitches, while she finds changing 
colours more awkward. Once she has been knitting for a little while, even if she has to 
make a pattern with different stitches, she said, the rhythmic "sound of the needles is just 
so relaxing" ( 10-17 -05). Knitting with a variety of stitches that combine to form a 
decorative pattern is encouraging - it keeps her wanting to knit to see how the pattern 
13 Trigger mitts have a separate compartment for the index finger, thereby offering the warmth of 
conventional mittens and the manual-dexterity potential of gloves. Though this design is not unique to 
Newfoundland, they are marketed by craft shops as emblematic of the province. They also have been 
known as "sealers' mitts," a name which may account for the mitts' emblematic quality. 
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will be revealed. Laura says her greatest knitting accomplishment was the grey cable knit 
sweater she made for her father-in-law (Figure 16) 
S"reater, knit by Laura, for her fatlter-in-law. 
Laura (Figure 17) has recently become enthusiastic about knitting socks with clocks(the 
term for vertical stitch patterns on socks) on the ankles. She enjoys knitting the 
decorative stitches so much that she modified the pattern to continue them from the ankle 
onto the foot. She said, "I like to write out the stitches on another piece of paper so that I 
can follow that and I don' t have to think it through on each row" (10-29-05). 
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F1gure 17 laura "'od1ng on a na1r of soc:ts::bil."-;;;;;;;t,;;;;'..,.,,.l,~ 
Mart1na sa1d tbt stnpes she used on her tea co:ry (f1gure 181. a.re funcuooal 
because they "'~"'done 1n purl stirch so they provode toxture and allow tbt tea eo:ry to 
bunch up snugly around the teapOt (02-09-06). They also prov1de o link to the tmd1Uonal 
aesthetic nonn of repetition for this othen.vise innovative object Aesthetic norms 
ren~<ure the users of objects that they themselves and nlso the objc'Cts 1n their lives are 
pan of a culture that has a place in relation to h~<tOI)I and to otbtr culture>. Knitters such 
as Man1na and Enn are proud oftbtor 1nnovauve, DO<KOnform"t krutung projects 
because oftheor uruquenes:. Ho"e•er. b) us1ng the hJ>toneally pn:ccdcoted techniques 
ofkniRI"& as tbtor mccbwn for thetr o"'n self-e\pre>slon, and by coofonmng to some of 
the ae<theuc norms for Newfoundland crafts (1dent1fied by Poc1us ( 1981 ). kruners signal 
theor valunt1on of tradlllonal kruttmg and assen theor mcmhcrsh1p'" the folk group of 
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Newfoundland knottcr.; for example, Enn saul, "I hke to do the trad111onal thmgs When 
I'm dom~: agtfl for someone, especially someone woo's not from hen:, I n:all) prefer to 
do traditional thmg_' because I'm from here and 11 show> them a btt of\\hot 
Ne"foundland ts hke. But tfs not like tftt's not trad1t1onalthen I'm not touching it." 
(11-26-05) 
hgun: 18 lea cozy, • Martma, cxlllblts t>alo•ncebetween innovation 
and the aesthetic nonn of n:pet1tion of stnpes. 
Poe1us not.:. that borders ore used to btnd off all k1nds of cneauons, not only 
tcxule crafts but also arclutecture ( 1981, 17). The border a.<-o;cru that the creation 1s 
finished and finote, and signals that it is a structured cultural creatiOn, as opposed to a part 
of nature. Kn11ters take pride in the tidiness of the edges ofthctr knouing and often use 
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contrasting colours, materials and stitches to highlight their borders. The borders on a 
knitted garment or other objects serve a similar function to frames around a picture or the 
metaphorical frames used to distinguish performances from ordinary communications 
(Berger and del Negro 15), for example wearing an apron might be used to frame the 
performance of serving a meal. With a few exceptions - such as different, more elastic 
stitch patterns (called ribbing) used to draw in hems, cuffs and collars - borders do not 
contribute to the use value of knitted items. However, borders on knitted items signify 
the importance of the knitting because they indicate that the knitting is culturally 
significant. Borders are also used as symbols of knitters' control. Because borders are 
generally easily modifiable, even for inexperienced knitters, they provide opportunities 
for knitters to customize pre-existing patterns. 14 
The first sweater Gillian ever knit (Figure 19) has rolled edges on the neck and 
sleeves which are knit in bright white to starkly contrast the rest of the sweater which is 
dark blue. The borders draw attention to the whole sweater. Gillian says that this 
garment is no longer her style because the hem, which is also white wool, is knit slightly 
more tightly than the body of the sweater so it draws the garment in around her waist (10-
18-05). Also, she no longer likes the bold contrast ofthe white and blue. Now, she 
prefers to use more subtle ways of making her knitting stand out, such as paying careful 
attention to the tension, drape and other details of the stitches (11-25-05). However, for a 
14 Sally Price, in her research on the pace and persistence of innovation in Surinamese textiles, found that in 
response to their lack of economic or social power, women "exploit the margins of material culture" (31 ); 
women's innovation and experimentation in Surinam always took place at the edges of their textiles. 
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first p<OJCCI. IllS unsurpnsong that she chose to confonn to the IC<lheuc nonn of 
hoghloghung her boonong \\ith a bold border 
Gollloanposong '"th ber knonong marenal• and the fi"t '"eater <he 
The <ha"l (figure 20) Sue is knottuog "'llo one hundred percent pun:, royal blue 
"ool wo• n pinon, stnclly fun<:loonal object unto I she decoded to cmhellosh 11 with a border 
of shommenng, fluffy acrylic yam. Sue chose pure woollx.'Ciluse she wants the shawl to 
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be wann as "~lla> breathable. because she exp.:nence. hat fla.,nc. as a s1de effoct of 
menopause. m addluon she bas poor cuculauon so she n«do to dre" 1n la)er.> to sta) 
\\ann { 11·14.05) She chose royal blue because IllS her fa,ounte colour. Havmg grown 
up 1n a rural plate surrounded by fanns. Sue sa1d <he" alltno fam1ilar \\llh the realities 
of natuml matenals and does not appreciate the remnunb of struw wh1ch are spun in with 
the tlngg.• & Little wool she is knitting w1th While for muny knlllers the smell of 
lanoline ond the b1ts of straw in Brigg.< & Little wool hove llO>ttive connotations. for Sue 
they ore a remmdcr of elements of her childhood from "h1ch she wants to d1stancc 
he"elf. mcludmg her fam1ly's lock of ambition or pnde In dOIOK lhtnKS 10 Sue·s 
Slandards { 11-14.05) 
Figure 20 Sue. 
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The border on her blue shawl provides Sue with a sense of control over the past, 
which the woollen material of the shawl connotes, and a means of representing the 
present. Sue is proud to report that by marrying Mike, she "moved up, from an upper 
lower-class family to a middle-class family" (02-09-06). She attempts to make her new 
social standing visible by choosing possessions that, she feels, reflect her own "good 
taste" (02-09-06). The border on the shawl is just a few stitches wide but it transforms 
the garment from something plain, which might have been hurriedly made to fill an 
immediate need, into a carefully crafted garment which symbolizes the knitter's personal 
taste and gives her a sense of control over others' perception of her. 
The creamsicle-coloured sweater (Figure 21) Erin produced using a pattern 
designed by Barbara Harper15, has a border which employs a different colour, decorative 
stitch work, and classic shapes to draw attention to the garment and to celebrate 
traditional aesthetic norms. The inner part of the border uses the combination of the 
classic zigzag line and diamond shapes in white wool to call attention to similar patterns, 
which are more subtly repeated throughout the sweater with contrasting stitches. Pocius 
notes that diamonds are considered a more decorative shape and therefore appear on 
important areas of display (1981, 17). The outer part ofthe border serves to draw 
attention to the zigzag and diamond motifs throughout the sweater with a contrasting 
pattern: the two and a half centimetre wide band of alternating yellow and white stitches 
provides visual relief from the dominant motifs. For Erin, knitting this sweater was a 
15 Barbara Harper owned a knitting store on Duckworth Street for many years. Erin loved the store and 
regrets that it went out of business. Erin has great admiration for Barbara Harper's knitting skills. 
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1!1"11 ac:«>mph•hmcnt and a symbol oflal.mg owne"h>p of her cullure ( 11-2~5)· lhe 
matcnal (one hundttd perccnl wool~ dc:corab'e mour. and C\tn lhe de>1gn are 
<~gmficantto Fnn be<:ause <he sees lhem as S}mbols of her h<:ntage 
F•o•u~< 21 . S\\eatcr,lnu b) borders 
patterns "h>ch htghhght tradtbOoal ZJgzag mottb 
Hrt~!hl ( ·(}/(JUrJ and Recycled .\fatena/s 
In Newfoundland, the recycling and reuse of materials is a part of craft culture 
which M>rne may assume 10 be rooted tn a h1story of economic ncces.s1ty. but Pocius 
believes thc;e pmcltces are based prunartly on aesthetic preferences and the makers' 
dc<tre to challenge themselves. In the past, when kntlung -.as the p<r\8Stvc way of 
maJ.m¥ nccc~sat) \\OrL clol.hes.. using the most ba.:;1c ~Hitches e.g. alternating row·sof 
lnttand purl <ttlchcs to produce stoeltnette <ttlch garments ma"m11.ed efficiency. 
Mtmmal decorauon was added to the baste ganncnu but stnpe> of contrasllng colour 
were somcumes used around cuffs of mltts and socks. and around the collars of sweaters 
(I'oc>U> 1979) I hough natural white was the dommant colour, along wtth black and grey 
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accents, some wool was also dyed to make other bright colours for decorative touches. 
Because dyeing wool added extra cost and extra work, colours of wool other than natural 
white, grey and black were exceptional, so it is no wonder that bright colours of wool, 
connoting higher, middle class status, have always been part of the aesthetic preferences 
of Newfoundland knitters. Other traditional Newfoundland crafts display a diverse 
palette of colours. Hooked mats are an example ofNewfoundland craft makers' taste for 
bright colours. Often made of recycled silk stockings or leftover yarn, they are also an 
example of Newfoundlanders' practice of recycling materials for use in crafts. 
For today's hobby knitters recycling yarn from second-hand clothing and finding 
ways of using leftover yarns is not only important because they believe these practices 
are traditional but also because knitting with recycled materials demonstrates skill and 
creativity. All of my informants from Newfoundland recalled images oftheir older 
relatives carefully saving leftover yarns and making use of them in other projects. 
Resourcefulness is a quality they admire and attribute to their foremothers. Many hobby 
knitters, such as Gillian, Martina, Erin, Kaya and Kathleen, view old clothes as the 
primary resources of the urban environment and get a thrill from collecting and 
remodelling them. In addition to always trying to use up her leftover bits of yarn from 
past projects, Erin believes any craft she can do that uses second hand clothes provides a 
service to the community because these objects might otherwise be wasted. Furthermore, 
within the knitting community there is an unarticulated agreement that knitters who 
produce beautiful or useful objects without spending very much money are among the 
most talented. Thus, by knitting with recycled yarn, knitters gain status by doing 
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something that simulates the 1mage of thc1r gmndmothers, and butnng recycled yams 
adds status to the obJects produced becau<e it demonstrates the kniner'• sk1ll of being 
able to create somt:th1ng \\1thout pu.rchas1ng bmnd~new materials_ 
Mart1na IS pnmanl) mOtl\ated to I'CCJclc old sweaters by her O\\n thnftux:ss and 
des1rc for a ch:JIIen~:e. She saul, -J go to Valu< V1llage and I buy those ones from Peru, 
you know, those b1g sweaters with all the d1lforent colours. I take them ond I unravel 
them and I use them to kntt ocher things" (I 0-17-05) By availing heo:elf of the urban 
c~ccss matenals that arc cqw>-.lcnt to the'"" matenals rw-.1 people ~ather from the 
natural envuonment Marttna finds satt<facuon 111 kmthng bedN for her cat> (F1gurc 22) 
While the effort of unravelling a sweater IS far from the effort of ra1Stng and shearing 
sheep, and cardtng and spinning wool, recychng provides Martina with the benefit of the 
a"arcness of her capahti10es, wltJch Gla.<"e attrtbutes to 'emacular technolo10 ( 1992) 
Usmg the cat bedN for her pel> IS a remtndo:r for Manu>a of her sl1ll ., a lmttcr, and 
producing useful obJects out of almost-free matenals contribute. to her sen<e of self-
worth. 
F1gurc 22. Cat bed, lnn by Manma usmg rec)clcd "ool. and felted. 
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Somelruuers' pun <I desores ca...., them to hmot themsel\esto natural fibres and 
natural dyes but even these kniuers opt for bright colours when buying yarn ond dye1ng 
lheor 0\1.11- Gil han. for example, behncs "the good thong about natural d)·cs 1> that 
nature's coloul"' always go together - unlike chemical dyes, natural dyes can never clash" 
( 12-04-05). So 1f she confines herself to nature's paleue, she"'" be oncapable of 
cn:ahng uncomphmenmry shndes and be at liberty to combine any colour of wool she 
d}cs using bemcs. lichen<. oruon skins and olher natural rngred•ents 
Unhke Gil han, lor Martina. as long as the colours nre bnght and appealing, 'he 1s haPP) 
to combine them m krutlmg (02-09-06) For example, Martma" pleased woth lhe look of 
the blanket (F1yure 23) she made out of leftover scrars of all sorts of commc:r<aally-dyed 
fibres. as well as yam she dyed herself 
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A common tnck knttters use 10 enhance col011rs' bngh~ IS knrt11ng patterns 
"'th contruhng bnght colows of lam "'th a """• or pole natural •hade of yam (Figure 
24) llus combmauon ofbnght and light colour< IS I} )>leal oftrldthonal Ne,.foundland 
Lmltlng. In the past. "ben other colows "ere not oRen aYatlable. knt«ers alternated 
naturnlly whole wool wtth black or grey wool to create patterns. To<lay, mtllens and 
socks sold at St. John's shops that target tourists, usc white nnd another colour. While 
coloured wool If. now as accessible as white wool, the norm of using colours 
parstmonoou;Iy has become ao aestheuc preference rooted on the destre to preserve the 
cultural hnk to the past 
ftgure 24 Mtllcns demonstrating the common ttchnoquc oflnottong bnght coloured 
mour, wuh while or natural coloured background. by Erin 
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When making the creamsicle-coloured sweater, though Erin considered 
conforming to the pattern's directions to use white and brown wool for the sake of 
tradition, she opted to knit with the creamy orange wool because the colour appealed to 
her. Without realizing it, Erin conformed to the aesthetic norm of opting to use bright 
colours whenever possible. 
Choosing the colour of yarn for knitting projects is a source of pleasure for hobby 
knitters. Colour is a design choice open to all knitters, even those who do not feel 
confident designing their own patterns. The range of choice of colours is a symbol of 
freedom and artistic possibility for knitters. Helen, for example, said she discovered she 
prefers knitting with blues, purples and gem tones more than other colours when she 
began making a knitting-needle case for a friend out of bright orange wool. "When I was 
knitting it, I found it very tedious but I think that was because it was orange" (Helen 11-
12-05). Because of her interest in antique quilts, she knows what a luxury it is to have 
access to a wide selection of materials and the financial means to buy craft supplies rather 
than being restricted to using whatever is available to be reused. She celebrates this 
luxury by buying knitting supplies simply for the pleasure of having them in her home 
and being surrounded by colour; she said, "my response to wool is an emotional one, I 
just love colours and textures. Sometimes I buy wool on impulse just because it's 
purple" (12-04-05). Bright "shocking" colours are sources of childish fun, which allow 
Helen to distance herself from societal rules for adult behaviour, which subdued, 
conservative colours symbolize. During one of our meetings to discuss her knitting I 
discovered a bright red, fluffy scarf (Figure 25) made of acrylic yarn that has sprigs of 
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nbbon \~o·oven into at. gtVInH It a fireworks looL. As I was adminng thts $C&rfand 
nllempting to discover how it fit in with I Jelen's taste lor antique furniture and handmade 
QUillS, she said, ··for me ~ntttmg IS more about break1ng rules and dotnK <;Omcthmg 
,ub,crsn·e" (02-09-06). Therefore lo.ruiUng as a hobb) offers her a WI\ ofc.pr=mg her 
oppos111on to the CXJl<Xtallon that hand1cralls should have dour app<aronces that signil)· 
thn ll and fastid1ouo work. 
F1gure 25: Scarf, kml by Holen. exemplifYing her love of bright, playful colours. 
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Choosing to Eschew Aesthetic Norms 
Contemporary knitters deliberately attempt to surpass what they see as the 
boundaries of traditional Newfoundland knitting. They experiment with and attempt to 
expand the range of acceptable forms and aesthetic rules for knitting in their efforts to 
assert their individual styles, their sense of independence, and to contribute to the 
evolution of tradition. Glassie argues that tradition is constantly evolving under the 
influence of present day culture and historical precedents (2003). This argument suggests 
that traditions persist, evolve (sometimes beyond recognition), or disappear from current 
practice regardless of individuals' desires, and only if a particular tradition is relevant 
will it be allowed to continue in a society16• I found that my informants sometimes 
deliberately avoid aesthetic rules and typical forms for knitting. The paradox highlighted 
by Glassie's theory of the constant evolution of tradition is that knitters' attempts to 
expand on and even to eschew aesthetic norms is, in fact, the conventional path of 
tradition. 
Though knitters appreciate commercial patterns and use them some of the time, 
they believe that strict adherence to aesthetic rules is unnecessary, and perhaps harmful, 
to the preservation of traditional knitting. For example, Erin said, "let's do our traditions 
but let's not be afraid to branch out" (Erin 11-26-05). Thus, knitters often combine 
elements from various patterns to create new designs that they feel are functionally 
improved and aesthetically meaningful on a personal level. For example, Erin explained, 
16 This is problematic for the preservation of some sorts of intangible cultural heritage, such as traditional 
knowledge. For example, traditional knowledge of where and how to fish cod in Newfoundland is 
becoming irrelevant, on a practical level, since the 1992 moratorium on cod fishing. However, some 
Newfoundlanders believe that this knowledge is an important part of their culture and they wish to find 
ways of preserving it. 
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the "sepamtost molts" (Figure 26) she is making lor her Quebecois friend employ the form 
of a Ne,.foundlaod mtnen. becaU>e they ha'e a gusseted thumb. and the Oeur~e-lys 
motif whoch 1> on the Quebec: Rag I· nn onvented tbe decorabve pancm to.:r.elf and chose 
the colours. blue and white, becauo;c they represent Qu~hec. She saod, "I was happy when 
I noticed that the trndoltonal Newfoundland salt and pepper motof, which o>JU;I checks, 
looks lo~e mono Ocur«·l)s" (11-26-05) Enn e'planted !bat she searched for tbe !leur-
de-lys image on the Internet and convened it into a knottong panem on gmph paper In 
order to create the Ocur~e-lys motif on the back of1he mitt, she had to allow the salt and 
pepper pattern on tbc palm of the mottto be sloghtly orrcgular Rather than beong 
do<mayed at the dt<ruption of the tlldotoonal Newfoundland salt and pepper motof, Erin os 
proud she mannged to incorporate the pattern, at least to some extent, into her ongmal 
design. 
Fogure 26: "Scoanllist motts;· 
Newfoundland desogn 
~ 
Frin, incorpomtong Quehec symbolism and 
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Knitters tend to adhere closely to commercial patterns and instructions when they 
first learn to knit but once they gain confidence at knitting they report modifying the 
instructions or inventing their own design, because, in Kathleen's words, they "hate to be 
told what to do" (12-09-05). For Kathleen, as for others of my informants, the pleasure 
of hobby craft comes from its lack of structure. She likes to allow her projects to evolve 
as she goes along and tries not to envision her finished projects before she starts. She has 
"learned how to combine truth and fiction" (12-09-05) by making objects which combine 
natural and synthetic fibres, and new and second-hand yarns. Kathleen, a writer, 
explained that crochet has taught her the importance of embellishment in creative 
expression: she often starts with practical, natural fibres and adds swatches of flashy 
synthetic colours to bring her pieces to life; the parallel in her writing is she has begun to 
experiment with adding details that are less realistic and believable in order to make the 
story more appealing to readers. "I start by making it [a story] a simple form, like a hat 
or scarf, but after that, I've learned from crochet, everything is fine- gluing on glitter and 
natural fibres are all okay" ( 12-09-05). Combining synthetic and natural materials 
represents, to Kathleen and other hobbyists, a breach of aesthetic norms for 
Newfoundland knitting. In addition to practical hats and scarves, Kathleen has made 
belts, which her teenage daughter finds stylish, a "diva cape" and cell phone cases, which 
make her marvel, "It's like grandma meets the twenty-first century" (12-09-05). 
Unlike Kathleen, most knitters do not object to patterns per se, but rather create 
their own designs when those available commercially do not suit their needs or their 
tastes. Martina, for example, broke with tradition entirely by combining knitting and 
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crochet in a non-repetitive, asymmetric, borderless (as of yet, functionless) piece (Figure 
27). The technique, called scrumbling, is one she learned about through an Internet site. 
The chaotic appearance of this piece was achieved by crocheting an oval in the centre, to 
start, and then adding on knitting and crochets stitches randomly wherever she chose. 
Martina has not yet decided whether she will continue scrumbling until the piece is large 
enough to make into a blanket or stop at this point and mount it on the wall (02-13-06). 
She would like to contribute to enhancing the status of knitting by putting this 
knitting/crochet piece in an actual picture frame and "putting it on the wall as art" (02-13-
06). While Martina is happy to conform to the norms of recycling - the yarn is all 
leftover from other projects- and bright colours in this piece, she is careful not to fall 
into a pattern that appears repetitive. Martina also rejected my suggestion that she might 
knit or crochet a border out of a single colour to create a knitted frame. Making this 
piece has been enjoyable because of its formlessness and patternlessness, "I've just had 
fun doing whatever," she said (Martina 02-13-05); she wants to preserve its free-form 
look as much as possible to remind herself of that sense of freedom and her own creative 
potential. 
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Condusion 
By OCC8SIOI1lllly opting to buck the aesthetic norms for typical Newfoundland 
However, knitters nrc inclined to confonn to nestheuc nonns, th1s 15 to say. they use 
rep:nuon. symmem, borders and ~nght colour;, and they fa,our reused and nx)·ded (or 
atlea\1 economical) materials. Th1s conformity proVIdeS buller.. "1tb comfon. By 
creat10g objects that ha'e familiar ncslbeties, knlllcrs see the1mclvcs as memhcrs of the 
commun1l) Knltlers also enjO) U>lrlj! hand-lDitllrlj! to create one-of-a-l10d acccssones 
that help them to fil1nto contempomry fashion 
The way people l.nit and the objects they produce demonstnlte a miXture of 
con ... cnuon and anvent1on that JS entirely typtcnl for foBuvcm;.\cularitraditional C"':pressi"·e 
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culture. Knitters use techniques which are passed onto them orally in addition to readily 
available materials from their (urban) environments. The tools they use are similar, if not 
identical, to the ones their foremothers used. Knitters are able to experience the soothing 
sound of clicking knitting needles that reminds knitters of their past and of nature. 
Conversely, materials available for knitting are far more varied than they were in the 
past; thus knitters take pleasure in choosing knitting materials based on the sensory 
appeal of yams' colours, textures and smells. Using the same, universal knit and purl 
stitches, as well as seemingly limitless variety of yarns, and a few different sorts of tools, 
knitters are able to create objects that are as similar to or as different from the typical 
forms ofNewfoundland knitting as they choose. 
Hand-knitting provides those who knit, and those who see and use the objects 
knitters produce, with the benefits ofvernacular production (Glassie 1992): this is to say, 
hand-knit objects reassure their makers- and everyone who comes into contact with the 
objects- of the ingenuity of the people who developed the technique and of human 
capabilities generally. (In the conclusion of this thesis, chapter five, I will further 
elaborate how hobby knitting as vernacular technology functions in society and benefits 
my informants.) Hobby knitters pay tribute to the efforts of their foremothers, who 
produced full wardrobes of functional clothing for entire families by producing items that 
are functional in today's context using exactly the same motions. 
While hobby knitters' efforts and productions may be dismissed as symbolic of 
middle-class nostalgia and romanticism, the people I spoke with neither idealize the past, 
nor dwell on the hardships of previous generations. As is the case for ordinary people 
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who watch professional wrestling and visit recreated historic buildings (Pocius 2005), 
what is most important to knitters is not that objects are certifiably authentic but that they 
offer quality experiences and sentiments. Knitters use their hobby to remind themselves 
of social and familial connections with the past. However, they mostly avoid being 
puritanical about the designs, materials or even ways of knitting - what is important is 
that they experience a similar sensory activity of creating interlocking loops of yarn to 
produce useful knitted items just as previous generations did. 
A key to understanding tradition, folklorists have found, is recognizing that from 
generation to generation, tradition is constantly evolving to suit the needs of the times 
(Glassie 2003). In fact, the pattern is for traditions to constantly but slowly modify the 
practices that are deemed traditional in order to make them relevant for the people who 
live with them. Knitters have a sense that the items they produce which are not exact 
copies of the typical forms for Newfoundland knitting are radical experimentations. 
However, we can see that contemporary knitters are the latest contributors to the 
evolution of the homeostatic process (Alexander) of hand-knit forms: middle-class urban 
hobby knitters, who produce objects that recall the past, as well as objects that conform to 
contemporary fashion, out of both 100% pure wool and also acrylic yarns, may be seen as 
today' s "traditional" knitters. 
Whereas in chapter two I described the significance of learning to knit in the 
twenty-first century, and in this chapter I elaborated on how knitting is accomplished, 
what knitters produce and the aesthetic norms they recognize for knitting. In the next 
chapter I will analyse the contemporary popularity of hobby knitting in North American 
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popular culture generally, and how this knitting trend is manifested in St. John's. I will 
report the findings of my research about public knitting events in St. John's as well as 
how St. John's knitters react to the US-based Stitch 'n Bitch movement. In addition, I 
will report how knitters take power and pleasure from the creative fulfillment knitting 
provides and from gathering with other women to spend focused time on their hobby. 
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Chapter 4. Reinvention: The World of Knitting Culture Today 
Many contemporary hobby knitters draw attention to how their knitting is 
different from their grandmothers' knitting by contrasting both what and how they knit: 
Kathleen crochets fashion accessories whereas her grandmother made blankets; and all of 
my informants recognize that knitting for them is relaxation whereas for their 
grandmothers it was a necessity. Knitting's transformation from a primarily private, 
work-related activity to a public, leisure activity has been critical for its reinvention. 
Gillian, Erin and Kaya, for example, make deliberate statements about the cultural 
importance of this once domestic craft by knitting in venues where knitting might be seen 
as out of place, such as bars, cafes and public transit buses. Though knitting today is, to 
an extent, an inherently preservationist act, knitters struggle to find new ways to redefine 
knitting and to insure the activity and the objects they produce remain relevant in today's 
context. 
In this chapter I explore the significance- in individuals' lives as well as for 
society as a whole- of the twenty-first century phenomenon of knitting in public as I 
experienced it in St. John's, Newfoundland, and as it has been popularized by books, 
magazines and knit cafes17• I first describe the contemporary mass-culture portrayal of 
knitting in the primary commercial publication to which St. John's knitters refer: Debbie 
Stoller's Stitch 'n Bitch books. Next, I describe the setting, the participants and the 
goings-on at Knit Out Night, the knitting event that takes place once per month at a 
17 Knit cafes are businesses that operate as coffee shops but also sell knitting supplies and often offer 
knitting lessons or workshops. They encourage knitting as a public, social activity. Knit cafes link 
knitting with self-indulgence by selling decadent foods and drinks and high-end knitting supplies. St. 
John's knitters gave The Knit Cafe, at 1050 Queen Street West, in Toronto, as an example. 
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knitting supplies store, called Wool Trends, about two kilometres west of downtown St. 
John's. There are other public knitting groups in St. John's, which I draw attention to in 
order to point out that knitting in public is not restricted to Knit Out Night. Finally, I 
demonstrate that contemporary hobby knitting as it is promoted in popular culture, and as 
it manifests itself in public knitting events, is a feminist statement which reverses the 
stereotype- which knitters feel still exists in the society- of knitting as a predominantly 
private, rural, old women's pastime, while also paying tribute to the efforts of women of 
previous generations. For example, Gillian feels "aligned with knitting as a womanly 
art" and she said, "I just find it funny and it sort of bothers me when people make 
comments like, 'Don't mind Nan sitting in the comer knitting,' when they see me knitting 
at public meetings" (11-25-05). By knitting in public, knitters proclaim the value they 
place on traditional women's work and their belief that women have the right to use time, 
money and public space for creative, self-expressive activities. Furthermore, knitting 
helps women to make micro-political power gains in their own relationships. 
While hobby knitters are certainly affected by the cultural history of knitting and 
by precedence within their own families, they are also influenced by the popularization of 
knitting in the past five years or so. Knitters backed up their assertions about the 
popularity of knitting today by telling me about movie stars, such as Julia Roberts and 
Russell Crow, who knit; and about knit cafes they have heard of or visited in Toronto, 
Ottawa, New York and London. For example, Gillian said, "I know knitting is trendy for 
a bunch of reasons, for political reasons. But I'm really interested to see if it will happen 
in five years. Someone I know just went to Ottawa and there was a knitting cafe where 
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she could get a pedicure or a foot massage while she knitted" (10-18-05). Hazel Abbott, 
the owner of Wool Trends, has no doubt that knitting's presence in popular culture has 
contributed to the increased interest in knitting that she has witnessed at her store in the 
past few years. Meeting in pubic to knit, at Stitch 'n Bitch groups active all over the 
world (Figure 28), is the face of knitting today. To understand what the benefits of 
knitting as a hobby are to young, hip, urban women, and to understand the significance of 
knitting in public in St. John's, Newfoundland, and elsewhere, it is critical to study the 
way knitting is depicted and promoted in popular culture. 
COUNTRIES with NUMBER of 
S 'n B Grps S 'n BGrps 
United States 316 
Canada 21 
Australia 10 
Austria 1 
Belgium 1 
China 1 
Costa Rica 1 
Czech Republic 1 
France 1 
Germany 2 
Ireland 1 
Israel 2 
Korea 2 
Netherlands 8 
New Zealand 1 
Norway 1 
Singapore 1 
Spain 3 
Sweden 2 
Switzerland 3 
United Kingdom 17 
TOTAL Countries= 21 Total Grps= 
396 
Figure 28: Chart showing Stitch 'n Bitch Groups listed on Stitch 'n Bitch Chicago's 
website. 
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The presence of hobby knitting in popular culture represents a shift of women's 
expressive culture from mostly private and everyday spheres into public settings and into 
the realm of special events. Whereas in the past knitting was a routine activity carried 
out by women, in their homes, amidst other domestic chores, today, hand-knitting is an 
unusual activity that often takes place in public where it signifies leisure. Some hobby 
knitters are concerned that the capitalist hegemonic power structure might have 
eliminated some of knitting's creative aspects in order to make knitting marketable and 
profitable. For example, Gillian disapproves of the widespread use of mass-produced 
yams and commercial patterns because they encourage knitters not to make their own 
design choices (11-25-05). In addition, Kaya (Figure 29), who is a self-proclaimed 
feminist speculated, "I think [the knitting trend] could be a ploy, by the patriarchy, to 
keep women sitting down, in a nice coffee shop, with other women, and not doing 
whatever it is that men don't want them to do" (10-23-05). However, while knitting in 
the company of other knitters provides the purely self-indulgent pleasure of participating 
in a familiar activity with like-minded individuals, which popular culture theorist John 
Fiske terms evasive pleasure (55), knitting in public also provides knitters with the 
pleasure of making micro level shifts in power, which Fiske calls productive pleasure 
(55). Participating in public knitting events allows knitters to increase the visibility of 
women's expressive culture and to take time away from other responsibilities, such as 
family and school work, to enjoy their hobby in a social setting. 
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Kniners use a number of tho stmtegoes odentified by folllonsts Joon Newlon 
Radncr and Susan S. Lanser co express feminist messages through 1hetr knitting: 
llf'P""Pflallon,Juxtaposlflon. tfkltrt•,·twn and Incompetence. In thl!t chapter. I w11l explain 
the-se terms and Ito" mdl\ oduallnmers. as well as mass medoa promoters ofknunng. usc 
the>c mean:> to gam power for "omen Though hobb) knomng i< tnvoahzed by the 
dommant culture in Western SOCiety because feminine actJVHics. "iUCh as lmtung. are 
seen n; unomportant (Berger and del Negro 12); and because scholars have tended to 
avo•d focusmg on hobby crafts, whoch !\Orne consider lesser omotallons of euher true folk 
craft' or art (Mead 142), and mstead usc the tenn lwbhy to refer to a category of objects 
the) c\clude fiom thetrstud) (see for e-.ample, Hickey 1997, 87, and Roberts 19n, 238) 
on fact. hobb) lrutung today "promoted m Western popular culture "'a vehocle for 
\\rOmeo's communication. relaxation and creativity. 
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Knitting's Promotion in Popular Culture 
I have chosen to consider the contemporary popular culture portrayal of knitting 
as part of my research into hobby knitting in St. John's because my informants believe 
that, in Helen's words, "knitting is on the leading edge" (11-22-05) and part of a trend 
which is taking place all over the Western world. Knitters' awareness of knitting's 
popularity in other places comes mostly from the knitting magazines and books they buy, 
but also from the Internet. Not only do mainstream publications explicitly encourage 
knitting in public but these publications may also contribute to normalizing the sight of 
young, hip, urbanites knitting. As mentioned above, knitters backed up their claims that 
knitting is a popular trend by citing famous people who have recently taken up knitting. 
They also pointed to Stitch 'n Bitch: The Knitter's Handbook (2003) (Figure 30) and 
Stitch 'n Bitch Nation (2004) (Figure 31 ), by Debbie Stoller, as particularly cogent proof 
of knitting's mass popularity. Hazel's comments that business experienced critical 
growth in correlation with the publication of these books - she said, "in 2002, I thought it 
[Wool Trends] was going to die, but shortly after that suddenly there was this boom and 
then there was a lot of people getting into it, so many young people" ( 11-17 -05) - further 
encouraged me to study the messages these works deliver. 
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figure 30 The front ccner ofSmch ·n Bitch lhc Kmnct"sllaodbool. 
When lhuel started her yam and kntlttng supplu:s bu..,ncs. m 1996. her 
customers wen: mostly older people who had heen kmumg olllhetr liVes Hazel believes 
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that young people simply do not have as much time to knit as people used to have, so 
knitting has to be made fun and easy in order to provide them with the same benefits as 
other leisure activities. Nowadays, knitters spend more money on materials than they did 
in the past, and choose projects that they can finish quickly; Hazel said, "people get the 
impression from books and magazines that knitting is just like going to the movies, so 
they want to try it out and they expect to pay for it" (11-17-05). 
Subsequent to her own rediscovery of knitting, in 2000, while visiting her 
maternal grandmother, Debbie Stoller started her Stitch 'n Bitch18 group, in New York 
City, for knitters to meet in a coffee shop and share their enjoyment of knitting. Stoller 
also began writing about the joys of knitting in Bust, the teenage girls' magazine, which 
she edits. In 2003, she published Stitch 'n' Bitch, an instructional manual for knitting 
with a feminist mandate: she writes, "I firmly believed that knitting - a centuries old 
craft that women had perfected - deserved to be as respected and honoured as any other 
craft, and I wanted to make sure that it got its props" (9). Stoller found meaning in her 
own sense of connectedness with her family and women's culture generally; knitting is, 
for her, a symbol of womanhood, which if dismissed contributes to the general dismissal 
of women's culture. 
The book has the appearance of a revolutionary manifesto that challenges 
stereotypes of knitters as old, serious, unfashionable, sexually inert and solitary. The 
title, Stitch 'n Bitch, connotes aggressive bursts of emotion rather than the passive 
18 While the name Stitch 'n Bitch for gatherings (of women) to work on needle crafts long predates Stoller, 
her formula for gatherings of knitters has novelty because she emphasises meeting in public in order to 
include the widest possible segment of the population and to proliferate hobby knitting. 
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femininity with which knitting is more conventionally associated. The subtitle, "the 
knitter's handbook," suggests that this is a manual for all those who identify themselves 
as knitters. On the front cover, a caricature figure of a woman with a Barbie-doll figure 
in an impossibly short sweater dress and a cowgirl hat, brandishing wool as if it were a 
lasso, stands next to the image of a real woman (Debbie Stoller, herself) smiling, holding 
her knitting crossed in front of her chest as if they were defensive weapons, with her hair 
blowing in the breeze. The book contains photos of 1900's to 1960's women knitting 
(Figure 32) contrasted with sketches of contemporary, tousle-haired, ethnically-varied, 
assertive-looking knitters (Figure 33 (Stoller 2003, 10)). The black and white 
photographs depict knitters of the past in a variety of serious and laughable poses, which 
demonstrate that knitting has long been a source of pleasure and a creative outlet for 
women. The contemporary photographs, especially those on the glossy pages in the 
centre of the book, are of groups of joyful young women and a few men (Figure 34 
(Stoller 2003, 123)) in sexy (Figure 35 (Stoller 2003, 148)), stylish outfits (Figure 36 
(Stoller 2003, 132)). The message is clear: knitting is a powerful force grounded in 
history that young women are entitled to use to reinvent the image of femininity. 
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F1~urc 32 l'hoto of a kmtting bee. ctrea 1916. demon<tratc• the h10toncal precedence of 
ln~mng a> a focal potnt of social gW!enngs. 
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F1gun: 3S Pllolo promonng lhc "Queen ofh.:aras b1l10::" 
used 10 cn:alc sc'} clodu~ 
F:gun: 36. Pho1o promollng knitted backpack< as fusl;';"o,nb·lc licc.:SS.it.:shandy for 
cnrrving nil sorts of 11cms. including knilting proJL'CI,, 10 bars 
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F1gure 36: Photo promotmg knitted oac<pa1c•s fusi~(,nab,Jei>Coe;t;ri.,. handy for 
c-.Mrying all sorts of t1tm~. eocluding l.-nmant; rroJ«ts. to ba" 
The text tn Stoller's books IS "nno:n '"a chan), conversatiOnal tone that os 
remoniscent of the face-to-face, informal way on whoch kninong skolls are commonly 
passed on. Th1s s1ylc of writing. as well os the emphasis on knit1ing communj11es, 
e<mtnbutcs to tht ftt'lm& that knitting" an to<y and enjoyable form ofrntenamment 1ha1 
can be used to umtc the "Natoon; that 1<, the US. and perhaps the '"'rld For c'<Ample, 
Stoller passes on a 'legend knoy,n to all kmttc!ll across the land," enlltled. "The Rules of 
Engagement, or Whatnot to Knit for Your 13oyfnend" 
It i< had luck to knn a sweater for a hoy friend. as ot guarantee< that the 
relationshop woll end Of cour<e, if you're lookmg to rid your<clfofa 
boyfnend, th" moght not be the most du-ect way of goong about II Joke 
most mylh,, It holds a good amount ot truth It you've spent a month or 
l\\0 "orkong long and hard on a "'eater for your gu), only to have hom 
not apprecoatc 11 enough or not wear It 'cry often (and thos happens alllhc 
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time), you might catch a lingering resentment and wind up dumping the 
ungrateful lout. The theory, I suppose, is that if you're married to the guy 
and make him a sweater he never wears, you're still stuck with him (71). 
Stoller promotes the formation of Stitch 'n Bitch groups by describing them as 
relaxing and also intellectually stimulating social events open to the general public. She 
writes, "By the evening's end, I've usually made good progress on whatever I'm working 
on, and I've shared some laughs with a bunch of smart, funny ladies (and gentlemen)" 
(113). She also provides instructions for how to start a Stitch 'n Bitch. The second book, 
Stitch 'n Bitch Nation, published a year after the first one, has pages throughout the book 
dedicated to Stitch 'n Bitch groups in different parts of the US. The public locations of 
these meetings and the personal descriptions of the people involved, as well as photos of 
knitters meeting in public, make this sort of event appear achievable to organize and 
foster a sense of community among knitters. For example, Sara Daily reported to Stoller 
about the Stitch 'n Bitch group of Chapel Hill, North Carolina: 
The savvy stitchers of the SnB Chapel Hill came together in the summer 
of 2002 after founding member Gwen Schlicta read the article in Bust 
about the joys of stitching and bitching. She and four friends KIPed (knit 
in public) in local coffee shops to encourage other knitters to join in. 
Word of mouth spread quickly, and the small Sunday afternoon knitting 
circle blossomed into a group with 127 members and three knitting circles 
a week (2004, 1 07). 
If the number and proliferation of Stitch 'n Bitch groups is taken as an indication 
of success, it may be safe to say that Stoller has realized her goal of making sure that 
knitting got its props. On the website of the Chicago Stitch 'n Bitch, which was the first 
group to model itself after Stoller's New York Stitch 'n Bitch, there is a list of Stitch 'n 
Bitch groups in 21 different countries (www.stichnbitch.org (see Figure 28)). Both the 
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frmak unagecalle<l Purl , and 1~ Bom 10 KM 1mage, whoch 1~ Chocago group u.<es on 
tts promotional material~ a.ssoctnte knitting with radical, tf not mtlttnnt. soc tal action. and 
~uggcsls that knitting can lead din.'CIIy to young women's empowenncnt (Fogurc 37). 
~"' ... 
figure 37 Slut·h 'n Bllch chlt>~j,'U0S " lruller gut.- called Purl, .. \\CIIaslhe group's 
Bum tu Krul•ll'l3b~ and logo ~u~c')l Llllll Lruthng i,) an aggr'-~~t\oc, pu\\crrul ~M.:t 
Most of the k:nttters I ho.t'fC spoken with were uncquJ\•ocall~ cnthu.•uasttc about the 
promo! ion ofknining as a h1p pa.romc for young women in these books. One knoller's 
comment - ... 1 think it's great that they teach people to knit in a fun way because the more 
penplc who kn(lw how U'l lnll the more we can JU.c;;t 1\11 amund any'"hcte and drink tea 
and kn1t" (Maruna 1(}.17.05) repre>enls the shared sennment thai knnter.. "oold like 
Lnllllng ae11\1Ues to be more common Though I have oot beard of an~ one leammg to 
Lnll exclusovely from these booLs • \\<nllen mstructions, kn11ter.. saod !hey reference the 
~!l!ch •n R1tch books for in..:;pimtinn ond to he reminded of how to ~'"Y out ~pee• tic 
I<Chniques. Martina said, "I always had n problem when picking up my work to 
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remember where I was but now I use the Stitch 'n Bitch book's description [on page 54] 
of how a knit stitch appears as opposed to how the purl stitch appears" (02-13-06). 
However, there are also hobby knitters who roll their eyes at the mention of Stitch 
'n Bitch groups and of Stoller's books. As mentioned, some knitters disapprove of the 
culture industry's provision of all the materials and designs for knitting because they 
believe that the ethic of knitting which aims to reclaim an element of the past that 
combined artistry and necessary production, is being usurped by self-indulgence. For 
example, Gillian said, "I don't think there's anything very artful about buying a Stitch 'n 
Bitch book and getting Patons' golden skein number 322 and knitting something [by 
precisely following a commercial pattern]" (10-18-05). These hobby knitters, in 
particular Gillian and Kay a, express their aversion to the popularization of knitting by 
both eschewing some public gatherings of knitters and by avoiding commercial knitting 
patterns. 
Despite some negative responses to the way knitting is promoted today, the 
existence of knitting in popular culture is necessary for some people's participation in the 
craft. For example, Helen, Sue and Laura claim to be completely dependent on 
commercial patterns they find at knitting supply stores and in books and magazines, such 
as Easy Knit and Crochet Ideas, which is affiliated with Woman's Day magazine, and 
Knit It, which is a Better Homes and Garden's Publication. Helen said that she prefers to 
use the patterns the yarn companies produce and which are included with the purchase of 
certain yarns. Furthermore, Kaya would not have been reintroduced to knitting had it not 
become a popular pastime among her group of friends. In other words, because most 
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contemporary young urbanites do not have daily interactions with people who once knit 
routinely and out of necessity, they neither have someone to teach them to knit nor the 
familiarity with the act of knitting that might cause them to consider knitting an 
achievable hobby. Thus, mass culture publications, such as the Stitch 'n Bitch books, and 
public knitting events are the catalysts for contemporary knitting. 
In addition, to the knitting gathering I will describe below, knitters informed me 
of other organized public knitting gatherings, in St. John's, and of numerous instances of 
knitters getting together with their friends to knit in one another's homes. Gillian told me 
about a Stitch 'n Bitch gathering that took place on Sunday evenings, at Hava Java, a St. 
John's coffee shop, during the summer and fall of2005; Martina said crafts are 
frequently the focal point of evenings of socializing with her friends; and as I was 
walking downtown I noticed a poster advertising a knitting event called the Knit Wits 
Cafe, organized by the Anna Templeton Centre (Figure 38). Learning of these events 
confirmed my awareness that gathering to knit is a popular trend and enhanced my 
interest in what happens at these events and who participates in them. My examination of 
Knit Out Night serves as a case study of this phenomenon. 
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ft¥Ure 38 Poster ad\ ertl<tng a publiC l.rutllng gatberingo~'anire<J 
Templeton Centre. ID spring 2006 
Knit Out Nights at Wool Trend• 
the Anna 
Starting in March 2005, llnlA:I Abbott began hosting Knit Out Night. a monthly 
&nlhenng of hobby krutters at her "ore, Wool Trends, which is loented at 238 Hamilton 
Avenue. Krut Out Ntght happen> on an ad-hoe basis, "benc:•er l111cl has time and feels 
that the store's custOmers"'" be tnchned to attend. She offers o fiflccn-perccnt doscount 
on the enllre store's men:hand1<e for the dura !ton of the evcmng. Ench lime she hosts a 
Kn1t Out Night, Hazel ematls customers "11o she previously speoks w1th in the store 
about the gathering to let them know when to come Knit Out Nights occurs !Tom 7pm to 
9pm on c1thcr Tuesd3y or Thur:day cvcnrng. 
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When Tara Simmons, a fellow Memorial University of Newfoundland student 
who knew of my research interests in knitting, invited me to attend the first Knit Out 
Night, on March 81h, 2005, I was thrilled to do some preliminary research for my thesis 
and to spend an evening working on my knitting.19 Tara had learned about Knit Out 
Night from Hazel while shopping at Wool Trends; she wanted to attend in order to learn 
from Hazel how to turn the heez2° of a sock. Like many other knitters, Tara does not feel 
confident simply following printed patterns to learn new techniques. 
The Setting 
The three-story building with pink clapboard siding that houses Hazel's store was 
once a single-family residence, so aside from the white and red wooden sign, the building 
does not stand out from the other homes on the block (Figures 39 and 40). Through the 
front window, from the street, a room packed with yams and racks of knitting patterns is 
visible. A narrow, rutted driveway runs along the side of the building to a gravel parking 
area, where the back yard would have been, and to the entrance of the store, which is at 
the back of the building. The first time I entered the store, just after 7pm on March 8, 
2005, I felt as though I was entering a family home. 
19 Even if I had not been researching hobby knitting, I would have chosen to attend Knit Out Night for my 
own enjoyment. Thus, though, I am focusing my attention on writing about other knitters' experiences and 
reactions, I also consider myself a participant in this group knitting event. 
20 Turning the heel is a notoriously tricky knitting technique that is perplexing to beginner knitters, such as 
Tara, because it allows a continuous piece of fabric to flow around a right angle. After knitting the tubular 
leg portion of the sock, the knitter reserves half the stitches for the top of the foot and continues knitting 
half the stitches using a technique called double knitting to reinforce the heel flap; then she decreases the 
stitches evenly on both sides of the flap to create a comer; and then she picks up stitches along the edge of 
the heel flap to meet up with the reserved stitches. 
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Trends 
Fogure 40: Wool Trends logo poctured on the sign outside the Slorc und on the website. 
As Tara and I came on thai r.rst noghl, Hazel was Slill busllong around, rearranging 
lhe yam dosplars but sbe stopped "hal she was doing to muoduce herself. Hazel 
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explained, "I first had a franchise counter at Sears, in 1996, then I moved out to Allendale 
Road, and then I bought this place and moved it here five years ago." Though the store is 
located in a residential area, Hazel said business was good and "knitters will always find 
stores like this one" no matter where they are located. Most of Hazel's customers are 
local women but there are also some men who buy knitting supplies at Wool Trends and 
she does mail order sales to Canada and to the United States, via the store's website 
(www.wooltrends.ca). The store takes up most of the three-story house, but Hazel and 
her mother live in a section of the house that has been converted into an apartment. 
As we waited for other knitters to arrive, Hazel continued to tidy up the cash 
register-computer/business space near the door, as Tara and I browsed the ground-floor 
of the store. The first room (Figure 41) is filled with displays of needles, knitting 
accessories and bins of discounted yarns. The next two rooms (Figure 42) have walls 
lined with shelves of yarn and free-standing racks for yam and patterns. Surfaces not 
covered in merchandise hold knitting samples that Hazel has knit to give customers an 
idea of what they can make with the products. The yarns displayed in the spaces closest 
to the cash register-computer area are the most expensive yarns, made of exotic fibres 
such as silk and hand dyed mohair (Figure 43). The ground-floor room farther away 
from where Hazel does most of her work houses the more conventional yarns made of 
hundred percent wool and acrylic fibres. The second and third floor rooms also have 
walls lined with floor to ceiling shelves of acrylic-wool blend yarns. This set up, with 
many small rooms rather than a single open space, contributes to the feeling that Wool 
Trends is a home rather than a commercial space. 
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FiHure 41: Knitting cqmpment on diSplay in the entrance room at 
f 1gun: 42 Second and 
floor rooms at Wool Tn:nds. 
Shdv·es next to cash 
reglSier, at Wool Trend>. d1splaymg 
exotic )'am~ 
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When, Madonna, another one of Hazel's customers arrived, Hazel brought us up a 
flight of stairs to the front room on the second floor which has a picture window that 
looks out over the street, and a non-working fireplace on the far wall. The room, like all 
of the rooms in the store, has hardwood floors. It is furnished with a couch, which Hazel 
reupholstered, and is decorated with two walls of colourful yarn; more seating is brought 
in as needed. This cozy, living-room-like space is where Knit Out Night routinely takes 
place. 
Who Attends Knit Out Nights 
People who attend public knitting events represent a diverse section of the 
population. Broadly speaking, Knit Out Night attendees may be characterized as urban 
and suburban women who have some disposable income and time for hobbies, and who 
have cars or are otherwise mobile. Unlike Tara and me, who generally attended Knit Out 
Night together, attendees tend to come by themselves rather than with friends. Knit Out 
Night attendees represent parents, singles, lesbians, heterosexuals, working-class people, 
students, professionals, unemployed, religious, agnostic, Newfoundlanders, Come-From-
A ways, and range in age from their twenties to their fifties. The demographics that were 
notably absent are visible minorities, senior citizens and men. I speculate that visible 
minorities' absence may be accounted for simply by the small number of non-white 
residents of Newfoundland; senior citizens do not come because they do not know about 
Knit Out Night, because they lack mobility, or because they have retained the association 
between knitting and routine domestic activities; and men do not attend because even 
those who knit are certainly aware of knitting's association with women and they may 
assume social events focused on knitting are intimate gatherings for women only. 
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Of the six Knit Out Nights I attended, there were between four and eight knitters 
present at each event; Hazel said that the maximum number of people to ever attend her 
Knit Out Night was fourteen. 
Since the establishment of Knit Out Night, some of the regular participants have 
become friends. Knitters say they look forward to the monthly gathering as a pleasant 
social event and as a way of having contact with people who they do not otherwise cross 
paths with. During months when Hazel has not scheduled Knit Out Night, knitters have 
emailed her to encourage her to organize the event. Even though Knit Out Night has no 
fixed schedule, most knitters who attend once become regular attendees. This suggests 
that knitters who experience knitting in groups enjoy the event and become willing to 
make gathering to knit a priority in their lives. 
What Happens at Knit Out Nights 
Typically, Hazel is kept busy all evening helping Knit Out Night attendees with 
their projects; knitters come with their knitting queries and wait in sequence for one-on-
one guidance (Figure 44). The knitting issues brought forward at Knit Out Night tend to 
be specific rather than general questions about how to knit. For example, Helen brought 
a magazine pattern for knitted gnomes that she needed help figuring out; Sue asked Hazel 
to teach her how to make "lazy daisies" as decorations and how to attach the sleeves to 
the body of the cardigan sweater she made for her mother-in-law; and Tara asked for help 
making appropriate buttonholes for a sweater she made. Knitters often encourage one 
another and sometimes share tips; for example, Helen said "Someone at Knit Out Night 
suggested I add one stitch on either end of the row so that my shawls would be more 
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lu,unous, and lk proper shawl <hapc" ( 11-12-05) Ho.,ever, at Kn11 Out Noght, Hazel is 
r.:cogni<ed as the authonty and she does most of the tCllclung. 
At the lira Knot Out Noght. Hazel otlercd u' cotlee and tea, whoch encouraged 
cOtWJ\'I&ht)·. and ant mated the ~en1ng With tall about 1eeming to knn 50 thct we \\OU!d 
all ccrtru.nly have somcthm~ to conmbute to the con\·c~atton. She told u..., about leanung 
to knit from her f.1thcr, a fisherman, when she wn.• a little girl. Hazel hnd seen her fa ther 
· kmttmg nets" and had begged to be taught to do what be was doong but because oflus 
-.ew of the gender dtu"on of tasks, he IBught her to knll woollen clotlunc rather than 
fish gear. Thos spc1rl:ed a con>ersation about "hy Huers father accepted h" O\\n 
knowledge of how to knot clothing, which he consoder.:d a woman's task, but was not 
wolhng to pass on his knowledge ofknittong nets, which he considered men's "ork, to his 
daughter. Madonna ..,d. "I know some women U>Cd to do ol·· But Hut! e'plaooed. "I 
don't really know wh), he JUS! said. 'That's not for guls.' and told me to b'Ct some 
needles from mom "Ov<"r the course of a couple of hours, she also showed ram how to 
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turn the heel of her sock, and refreshed Madonna's childhood memories of the basics of 
knitting. Hazel's enthusiasm for getting knitters together for social events is motivated 
not only by her business interests but also by her own interest in knitting as a hobby and 
her beliefs in the individual and societal good that knitting can serve. Hazel related her 
fantasy of some night getting a group of knitters to "take over Star bucks" to demonstrate 
publicly the joy of knitting and the importance of being productive. Hazel said that 
knitting is like yoga because the rhythmic act of knitting is relaxing and it helps her to 
clear her mind. Because knitting requires less space and less equipment than sewing, she 
said, "it's less like work." At the end of the evening, Hazel's encouraging words, "invite 
any other knitters you know, for the next time, and all your friends who'd like to learn," 
reinforced the feeling that knitting is an engaging, social activity that diverse groups can 
enjoy together. 
Habitually, during Knit Out Nights, as knitters work on their projects or wait for 
Hazel's assistance, the room is always abuzz with conversation (Figure 45). Sometimes a 
few conversations are carried on at once but often all of the women talk about the same 
thing. Reminiscences about childhood experiences, such as learning to knit, attending 
school and negotiating fashion trends, and the differences between men and women are 
especially common topics. Knitters take pleasure in learning that others have lived 
through similar life situations, particularly minor traumas or hardships, such as having to 
wear bloomers under school uniform skirts until girls were finally permitted to wear 
pants to school. Conversations often begin with a detail of one ofthe knitters' lives and 
lead back to a more general topic that everyone in the group can contribute to. There 
remains a degree of impersonal distance in conversation that allows knitters to express 
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On the evening of October 6, 2005, as the Knit Out Night attendees were engaged 
in a discussion about the pros and cons of using fluffy yarns, the ringing of Sue's cell 
phone led to a discussion about the different ways men and women cope with relationship 
break-ups. Sue explained, "I'm waiting for the next time my cell phone rings. Because 
I'm going to have an interesting chat with the next girl that's on the other end of the 
phone because what's happened is I was given the phone number that her ex-boyfriend 
used to have and she keeps calling me to try to tell him off." Hazel asked, "So what's she 
so mad about?" but Martina suggested, "Why don't you just tell her she's got the wrong 
number?" Sue reported the convoluted story of the separation in as much detail as she 
could and concluded, "You know, the one thing I found out from this screw up is Men 
just are not that complicated! Women give men far too much credit." Hazel agreed that 
"Men are simple, they really are simple people," and this led to a further discussion about 
how differently men and women behave. Hazel validated her opinion by mentioning a 
popular psychology book called Men are from Mars Women are from Venus that she 
read and Martina joined in the discussion by comparing her mother's and father's 
domestic contributions. The Knit Out Night attendees agreed that the caller should give 
up trying to change the ex-boyfriend's behaviour. This vein of conversation also allowed 
the knitters to share their thoughts on, and to make light of, the differences in the ways 
men and women approach relationships and separations. 
Another element Knit Out Night participants look forward to is the fifteen-percent 
discount on all the merchandise in the store. Some knitters reported trying to save up all 
of their wool expenditures for these occasions in order to save money, while others feel 
justified in buying additional knitting supplies because of the discount. Often at Knit Out 
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Night, knitters arrive early in order to browse the store to pick out materials for a new 
project - this allows knitters to benefit not only from saving money but also from Hazel's 
guidance in establishing their knitting during the course of the evening. During Knit Out 
Night, as knitters work on their project and chat, Hazel encourages them to help 
themselves to extra yam and to pay later, on their way out. At the end of the evening, 
around 9pm, as everyone files downstairs, there is inevitably a line up at the cash register. 
Knitters are obviously inspired by one another's projects, as they commonly ask each 
other to point out precisely what patterns and materials they bought to knit particular 
items. Buying knitting supplies is always a joy to knitters because the materials make 
them think of new projects, new challenges and the thrill of creation. Socializing with 
other knitters as they shop at Wool Trends adds to their enjoyment and also helps them to 
justify their expenditures. As knitters leave the store, hugging their packages, their 
smiles and body language demonstrate the relaxation and empowerment the evening's 
events have imparted. 
The Passive and Productive Pleasures of Knitting 
Hobby knitting is rooted in tradition and in contemporary mass culture so it 
offers people the security of knowing that they are spending their time on an activity for 
which a precedent of acceptance has been set. Alexander states, "Design decisions made 
within a 'style' are safe from doubt for the same reason as those made under tradition and 
taboo rather than one's own responsibility" (10). In the words of Millie R. Creighton, an 
anthropologist who studies contemporary urban women's craft, "because craft allows 
individuals to rely on each other and on tradition, nearly everyone has the capacity to 
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create beauty and this does not necessitate individual creative genius" (113). Creighton's 
assertion echoes Alexander's notion that very little is required of craftspeople: all they 
need to do is to recognize failures in the designs of the objects they produce and react to 
them; and even these changes need not be successful since the homeostatic, that is self-
organizing, process allows only improvements to persist (53). Following commercial 
patterns and using traditional techniques are aspects of hobby knitting that provide the 
evasive pleasure21 of conformity (Fiske 50). Knit Out Nights also provide evasive 
pleasure because participants are all women, so they are allowed to focus on woman-
centered culture, and they share a common interest that makes social interaction 
unchallenging. Knitting, like other sorts of "traditional knowledge can assist in social 
change [by] affording women a stronger voice in developing our own destines" 
(Greenhill and Tye 329). Knitters use gathering together to knit, as well as the act of 
knitting, to achieve the productive pleasure22 of effecting micro-political changes in their 
relationships (Fiske 57), which include asserting their rights to spend time and money on 
their own leisure activities. 
Because knitting is different from knitters' work activities, knitters find the 
activity relaxing. Indeed, the act of knitting can provide a contrasting activity that 
women use to amass energy to continue with their routines. Some knitters are careful to 
choose projects that are as simple as possible, such as dish cloths or shawls knit in plain 
stockinette stitch, so as to insure their knitting's results and so they do not have to focus 
on the pattern. Consequently, they can use time spent knitting to process other thoughts. 
21 According to John Fiske, evasive pleasure comes from spending time on a self-indulgent form of 
entertainment that requires no effort (55). 
22 Productive pleasure results from using energy and confidence amassed from evasive pleasure to make 
small changes in the power dynamics of relationships (Fiske 55). 
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For example, Helen likes to buy wool and patterns that correspond, so that all the wool 
gets used up and so she has no doubts as to whether or not her knitting project will be 
successful. She is adamant that "hobbies should be relaxing. You don't have to be 
working at it and getting it right all the time" (11-22-05). Other knitters use the activity 
to regain energy between more challenging or stressful elements of their lives. They 
reported using knitting to unwind after work, or even during their work/study breaks, by 
doing something different that makes them feel rested. They knit while watching 
television and while talking on the telephone after work to create a sense of calm (Hazel 
11-17-05); knitting may also unconsciously symbolize domesticity, providing the feeling 
of being at home rather than at work. Knitting at work, in some cases with their 
colleagues, allows women to temporarily evade the pressures or boredom of their jobs 
while taking refuge in an activity they find relaxing, worthwhile and a source of social 
interaction. 
Clearly an important part of the pleasure of knitting comes from the satisfaction 
of successful creation. Knit Out Night provides knitters with an opportunity to advance 
their projects, and also to get help from Hazel to insure that their knitting is successful. 
Hence, knitters come to feel empowered by the time they spend at Knit Out Night 
because they further their creation of useful objects. For example, though knitters enjoy 
taking on the challenge of new knitting projects, they sometimes fall back on knitting 
simple objects, such as cotton dishcloths, in order to relax and to quickly experience the 
reward of creation that refuels their enthusiasm for working on more challenging knitting. 
Another source of pleasure that knitters report gaining from their hobby comes 
from teaching other people to knit; once knitters have mastered the skills they can pass 
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them on to others. For example, Martina remembers teaching everyone in her eighth 
grade class to knit. The process of teaching people to knit is empowering because it puts 
the teacher in a place of authority, and having others express interest in their skills gives 
knitters the sense that their expertise is valued. Though teaching knitting does not 
provide productive pleasure in Fiske's sense of accomplishing political change, the 
benefit that passing on their skills provides knitters may extend beyond the amassing of 
energy and confidence. For example, Hazel takes joy in offering knitting and crochet 
instructions to all Wool Trends' customers, as well as at Knit Out Night. She has been 
teaching people to knit for over thirty years and feels that providing assistance is part of 
her responsibility as a seller of knitting supplies. Hazel finds the feedback and gratitude 
she receives from people once they finally catch on to knitting or crocheting extremely 
rewarding: 
I've actually held the needle on for people who started crocheting and they 
couldn't get the knack so I actually held on to the needle and helped to guide 
them along the way [ ... ] Sometimes, when I go out of town I run into them now. 
And they tell me about all the nice doilies and things that they've crocheted. And 
they say, "I wouldn't have been able to do that if it wasn't for you," and, "you 
inspired me" (11-17-05). 
As described above, Knit Out Night is a social event that attracts women who 
have a common interest in knitting as a hobby. Attending Knit Out Night provides 
knitters with the passive pleasure of being in a women-only space with others who share 
common values and experiences. Knit Out Night participation serves to validate group 
values and experiences through talk of moral questions about which everyone in the 
group agrees, and also about experiences every Knit Out Night attendee has lived. 
The passive pleasure knitters glean from spending time with people who are like 
them allows them to build up confidence to productive pleasure. Knitters gain power in 
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their relationships with their spouses by buying yam and materials at Knit Out Night. 
The fifteen-percent discount justifies their spending but the agreements they have worked 
out with their husbands regarding spending- for example, Yvonne said, as the December 
Knit Out Night, "He spends money on tools and I spend what I want on wool. That's just 
the way it is with me." (12-13-05)- demonstrate that knitters have used their hobby as a 
way of gaining power in their relationships. 
Knit Out Night attendees who have families also take pleasure in getting away 
from their domestic responsibilities to participate in this social event. They also use their 
knitting at home to demonstrate to their families that they are taking "some me time" 
(Laura 10-29-05). However, whereas when they are at home, knitters said, there is 
always something else they need to get done, or someone asking them for something, by 
going out they send the message to their families that they are taking a break from all 
domestic responsibilities. 
Feminist Messages Expressed through Knitting 
By holding meetings in public, knitters manage to carve out room for women's 
expressive culture in public spaces and in knitters' own schedules. In addition, knitting 
in public helps to turn knitting into a special event that sets the activity apart from the 
everyday and gives it greater status. Pauline Greenhill and Diane Tye write that women's 
folkloric performances have typically been restricted to private spheres and all-female 
contexts. Being restricted to performing in private spheres is seen as negative for women 
because public, male dominated performance spaces have higher status in Western 
culture; however, positive effects have been realized from the intimacy of women's only 
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gatherings because women feel more comfortable expressing themselves when men are 
not present (Greenhill and Tye 323). The Knit Out Night at Wool Trends takes place in a 
semi-public space, in one of the upstairs rooms of the store; therefore, it has the benefits 
of private space- that is, no risk ofbeing interrupted by non-knitters and immersion in 
woman-centered culture - and also of public space - that is, separation from the everyday 
because the meeting does not take place in a home. Contemporary Stitch 'n Bitch groups 
use appropriation to claim their right to public spaces normally occupied by men (Radner 
and Lanser 1 0). 
In the Stitch 'n' Bitch books, Stoller explicitly advocates knitting as a means of 
appropriating creative space dominated by men with chapter titles such as "I knit it my 
way" (2004, 1). This title is a play on the song, "My Way," adapted by Paul Anka from 
the original French version by Claude Franc;:ois and Jacques Revaux, which is all about 
the power of the independent man. In this chapter, Stoller provides instructions for how 
to design knitted garments so that knitters can avoid being dependent on commercial 
patterns. Stoller's "Take back the knit" (2003, 2) chapter is so named to recall 
widespread international rallies, called Take Back the Night, held in protest against 
violence against women and in support of women's rights to freely use public spaces any 
time of the day or night without being harassed. Whereas in order for women to take back 
the night, that is to go out at night without risk of violence, men's cooperation is required, 
'the knit' may be 'taken back' by knitters alone. Using knitting for self-expression 
allows individual women to gain confidence that may lead to micro-political shifts in 
power. Making women's self-expression visible by knitting in public demonstrates 
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women's empowerment, which feminist knitters such as Stoller believe can contribute to 
broader societal change. 
One way for women to gain the power that appropriation yields, without taking 
the risk of being socially-sanctioned for invading masculine domains, is by appropriating 
elements of expressive culture already designated as feminine, and repeating them with 
exaggeration. This strategy is called mimicry (Radner and Lanser 1 0). Inherent in their 
association between knitting and better, by-gone times, is an image of a society in which 
women had more clearly-defined roles than we have today. Though knitters expressed 
their gratefulness at not having to "be responsible for a whole bunch of people 24/7'' 
(Kaya 10-23-05), they enjoy domestic tasks such as cooking and cleaning, as well as 
knitting, when they have time for them, and wish these tasks were given more social 
recognition. Knitters identify their grandmothers as their inspiration for knitting. By 
mimicking an element of the expressive culture oftheir grandmothers' generation, 
knitters today associate themselves with the strength they attribute to their hard-working 
foremothers. 
Symbolic inversion is any "act of expressive culture which inverts, contradicts, 
abrogates, or in some fashion presents an alternative to commonly held cultural codes, 
values, and norms" (Babcock 14). Lynda Pershing's study of a Sunbonnet Sue23 quilt in 
which the image was symbolically inverted - by depicting Sue in a variety of scandalous 
poses, the quitters took pleasure and power in symbolically appropriating male activities -
revealed that the process of production and the gathering of quitters was as significant to 
her informants as the images. When women knit in public, especially in particularly 
23 Sunbonnet Sue is a commonly quilted image. She is a childlike figure who sports a large bonnet that 
conceals her face. Typically she is depicted doing feminine activities such as gardening and baking. 
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bar, so that we could have a Friday afternoon pint of beer while chatting. Gillian boasted 
that when she was a smoker she could smoke and knit at the same time. By knitting in 
bars and smoking while knitting, Gillian contrasts and neutralizes the image of knitting as 
an activity reserved for harmless old women that she believes many people still hold and 
which she opposes. She also expresses the feminist point of view that women's activities 
should not be confined by socially-prescribed gender norms or domestic spaces. 
Knitters also use the feminist coding strategy known as indirection - in which 
metaphor is used to create distance and ambiguity- to give knitting more importance. 
Although knitting is clearly a hobby for all of my informants, with the exception of Hazel 
who does knitting for her business, they use the word worlC4 to refer to time spent 
knitting. This helps to legitimize their activity by emphasising knitting's productive 
value while distancing knitting from its existence as a leisure activity. Referring to 
knitting as work contributes to its association with a time when knitting was a necessary 
part of domestic production and with the positive sentiments associated with simpler, 
better times gone-by, when knitting was a routine part of women's work. Another benefit 
oflinking knitting to work lies in work's role as personal identification in North 
American culture. A primary way that people defme and relate to one another is through 
their jobs or professions; the common social question, what do you do?, may be 
interpreted as what do you produce for our community? Knitters who do not have jobs 
where they produce tangible, useful objects and knitters who feel insecure about their 
employment status, use knitting to identify themselves as producers, that is to say, as 
contributing members of their families and society. 
24 Rozsika Parker resisted the use of the term work to refer to knitting because it "engendered an ideology 
of fern ininity as service and selflessness and the insistence that women work for others, not for themselves" 
(6). 
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The Knit Out Night participants justify their participation in the gathering by 
claiming to need help with their projects, that is, they claim incompetence. For example, 
as Tara and I walked, for forty minutes, from our homes near the university to Wool 
Trends for Knit Out Night on March 8, 2005, Tara talked about how busy she was with 
school and her doubts as to whether she would have time in the semester to get all of her 
work done. Fortunately, Tara's inability to advance the socks she was knitting without 
help allowed her to make attending Knit Out Night, and even taking a long walk to get 
there, more of a priority than her school work. 
At Knit Out Night gatherings, as mentioned above, knitters line up to get Hazel to 
help them read patterns, solve design problems and troubleshoot. The other knitters at 
the December 13, 2005, Knit Out Night laughed heartily in agreement with Helen's 
comment that "Hazel always says, 'Oh yes, you can do that,"' (12-13-05) whenever 
knitters hesitatingly ask how to make the sample items that Hazel has knit and displays in 
the store. But Hazel protested, "What am I supposed to do? Am I supposed to say 'Oh 
no, don't do that'?" The knitters admitted they had managed to complete the projects that 
Hazel had recommended but they continued to refuse to let go of the expressions of 
incompetence, which validate their interactions with Hazel (Knit Out Night 12-13-05) 
and their presence at Knit Out Night. By expressing incompetence, knitters send the 
coded feminist message, I need and deserve the attention of an authority. Thus this 
coding strategy serves to justify women's Knit Out Night attendance, and allows them to 
enjoy this knitting gathering and to have uninterrupted leisure time. 
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Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have shown how knitting is used by hobbyists in St. John's, and 
how it is promoted in popular culture, to challenge the stereotype, which many of my 
informants believe most members of society still hold of knitting, as a passive feminine 
activity performed by old women in domestic settings. For example, Erin said, "most 
people at my high school thought only grandmothers knit and at first they'd make fun of 
me when they saw me knitting. But after a while, they got used to seeing me knitting in 
the halls and some people even asked me to teach them" (12-11-05). 
Because of knitting's longstanding association with women's work and its 
contemporary manifestation as a hobby, knitters feel the dominant culture may consider 
knitting inconsequential. For example, Helen pointed out that knitting needles are now, 
once again, permitted on airplanes, though other seemingly harmless, but gender neutral 
items - for example, fingernail clippers - continue to be prohibited. She said, 
I imagine I could do way more damage with a pair of knitting needles 
[than with any of the items in a manicure kit] but needles are allowed 
because of their association with women and women are considered 
harmless. And of all women, knitters may be considered the most 
harmless (02-09-06). 
This dismissive view of knitting, which knitters such as Erin and Gillian experience in 
their everyday lives, provides an opportunity for knitters to express coded feminist 
messages without necessarily drawing attention to their expressions or directly 
confronting the patriarchal social structure. Knit Out Night takes place in a semi-public 
setting, which allows the women attending to avoid the more direct challenge of 
appropriating a truly public space, such as a coffee shop, while still appropriating time 
and financial resources for their own leisure. By knitting publically while relaxing in all 
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sorts of social situations, young women combat cultural norms that confine women's 
creative expression to private spheres. Incompetence, which they express to justify their 
Knit Out Night attendance and their interactions with Hazel, is strategically employed to 
carve out more personal time and space for knitting in their own lives. Furthermore, 
attending Knit Out Night is a valorizing activity insofar as knitters demonstrate their 
valuation of knitting as an element of women's expressive culture. Not only do knitters 
want to develop their own skills, but they hope that more people will be exposed to 
knitting due to the existence of public venues for knitting, such as Knit Out Night and 
that the practice will become a more widespread hobby. 
Some of the primary pleasures that knitters experience from knitting are 
relaxation and self-indulgence; when these pleasures are experienced in groups, knitters 
feel validated and supported. For example, Kathleen said, "I really like going to Hazel's 
and being with only women because everyone understands and I feel better buying wool 
when other people are there buying it too" (12-09-05). Thus, knitting in groups provides 
knitters with the confidence to assert their personal desires and to take power in their 
relationships. Knitter's consumption of knitting supplies at Wool Trends, especially on 
Knit Out Night, is empowering both because the products make knitters think of their 
own capability for creating future projects and because the social environment 
encourages their sense of entitlement to financial resources for their personal pleasure. 
The conversations at Knit Out Night often revolve around hypothetical situations or 
impersonal topics that allow the knitters to express their opinions without revealing 
personal details of their lives. Other common subjects are reminiscences about childhood 
and the differences between men and women. Knitters said they found the women-only 
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space at Knit Out Night cozy and relaxing because they felt free to express themselves. 
This sort of discourse serves to unify the group, and even the community more broadly 
by reinforcing social values and cultural memories. 
The mass-mediated depictions of knitting as a force for feminist social change are 
positive, so they appeal to many hobby knitters who appear to be growing in number (or 
at least in visibility), in St. John's. Knitting is promoted as a pleasurable, youthful, self-
indulgent activity. Group knitting events provide knitters with evasive pleasures of 
conformity, often focus on woman-centered culture, and require little effort from 
participants. However, a minority of knitters disapprove of these events and the 
promotion of knitting in popular culture because they feel that capitalist, patriarchal 
institutions are deliberately eliminating the creativity in knitting in order to control 
women's behaviour. Nevertheless, the promotion of knitting in popular culture, with the 
publication of Stoller's first book, in 2003, has contributed to making knitting as a hobby 
a paradoxical act of conformity and defiance in which young, hip urban women can find 
the pleasure of a women's activity that has historical precedence and that is validated by 
contemporary mass culture while confronting the patriarchy and appropriating male 
public terrain, such as bars. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion: Creating the Future Out of the Past by 
Knitting 
Henry Glassie's characterization of tradition as the "creation ofthe future out of 
the past" (2003, 176) provides a link that draws together the popular culture phenomenon 
of knitting and my informants' feeling that knitting is an important part of their cultural 
history. Although the knitters I spoke with want to participate in an element of the way 
of life oftheir foremothers, they realize the objects they produce must be relevant in 
today's context. This is to say, those objects must be usable and must conform to 
contemporary fashion. Their efforts to promote knitting as a hobby and also to 
disseminate hand-knit items reflect their desires to ensure that hand-knitting continues to 
be a part of the everyday material culture of their community. 
In this chapter, I situate my thesis in the broader context of scholarship on craft 
and I elaborate three conclusions I have drawn which help to explain the significance of 
knitting in contemporary urban Newfoundland. First, this study has led me to conclude 
the practice of hobby knitting today illustrates Glassie's notion that tradition is constantly 
being reinvented by its users according to the present influences of their culture and their 
awareness of the past (2003). Simlarly, it also reflects Alexander's theory that "tradition 
makes the problem of increase in quantity, new materials and social patterns easier to 
cope with" (4). Second, I found hobby knitting provides my informants with a sense of 
"their position in the universe" (Glassie 1992, 49). This is to say, creating knitted objects 
gives knitters a sense of participating in something fundamental or greater than 
themselves. I believe that for some contemporary urban people, knitting is an appealing 
hobby because the activity offers them a sense of belonging to a community of people, 
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not bounded by place or time, who share aesthetics and ideals. Knitting offers knitters 
the sense of belonging to a place that rural people gain from lifelong sharing of spaces 
and resources in Newfoundland outport communities (Pocius 1991). Third, I argue that 
the contemporary phenomenon of knitting as a hobby reflects the strength of the knitting 
tradition in Newfoundland despite the influence of external culture, such as printed 
patterns, and that hobby knitters today are contributing to the evolution of Newfoundland 
knitting. 
The broader context of scholarship 
This thesis is a part of a diverse range of academic writing about the significance 
of the handmade and waves of interest in craft in western culture. Contemporary hobby 
knitting in St. John's has elements in common with, as well as differences from the late 
nineteenth century Canadian crafts revival described by Ellen Mary Easton McLeod in 
her book, In Good Hands: the Women of the Canadian Handicrafts Guild. Though 
McLeod's work focuses mainly on the history of the founding of the Canadian 
Handicrafts Guild and on the people involved in the organization's establishment, it 
relates to my study of hobby knitting in St. John's because it provides documentation of 
domestic crafts' valuation in Canadian society from over a hundred years ago. The 
founders of the Guild shared with today's hobby knitters an idealization of the pre-
industrial past and a sense that rural lifestyles were somehow more pure than urban ones. 
The raison d' etre of the Canadian Handicrafts Guild was to promote art, preserve heritage 
and create employment opportunities whereby rural women could earn income from 
home (McLeod 3). Though these philanthropic and social improvement goals appear to 
have more in common with the goals of the Newfoundland Outport Nurses Industrial 
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Association (NONIA) than with ordinary people's motivations for knitting as a hobby, 
some of the knitters I spoke with feel all women would benefit from experiencing the 
personal rewards gained from knitting, in particular, relaxation and a sense of satisfaction 
from creation. For example, Kaya is critical of what she perceives as women's 
conformity to social pressure to be constantly active. She said she hopes one day women 
will get "sick of doing yoga and pilates all the time and maybe when they knit they can 
actually talk to each other and feel good about themselves" (11-18-05). 
Making functional objects by hand in the twenty-first century, as diverse members 
of society do, is implicitly a critique of mass production and mass consumption (Triggs). 
Hobby knitters share a common ethos with others who hand-make all sorts of objects, 
from textile crafts such as cross stitch (Turney) to punk fanzines (Triggs). Recognizing 
common valuation of the handmade among diverse members of society suggests several 
questions for future comparative research. For example, how do various producers of 
handmade objects balance their social criticism and their consumption of finished, 
designed objects for their do-it-yourself activities? Another area of future research is 
about the sense of morality surrounding the valuation of the handmade and how 
hobbyists justify the sense that making objects by hand is somehow more ecologically or 
socially sustainable than purchasing mass produced objects in light of the development of 
a whole new industry that supplies materials for one-off productions. The notion 
attributed to William Morris that material objects and techniques for producing them are 
indicative of societies' or cultures' moral fabric, McLeod claims, is still evident today 
(51). Tracing the roots of craft practices is a common theme in academic research on 
crafts, for example Hickey's Picking Up Lost Stitches, through which authentic, original 
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forms are sought. This focus on the past in crafts research serves to discredit, or at least 
to diminish the significance of, contemporary productions. Though some scholars have 
trivialized folk revivals, for example Frances Collard claims the historical revival of the 
late eighteenth century "suggested a state of cultural confusion" (35), Neil V. Rosenberg 
has elevated the topic of revivals in folkloristics. Rosenberg characterises the folksong 
revival ofthe1930s to the 1970s as a means for "scholars and revivalists alike to choose 
from the folk culture which best fit their preconceptions of art" ( 182). My synchronic 
analysis of the uses and social functions of knitting as a hobby in twenty-first century St. 
John's, demonstrates how the revival of folk practices may benefit individuals and 
communities. 
Thesis Conclusions 
Knitters' emphasis on the importance of the act of knitting, as well as on the 
importance of producing functional objects, demonstrates my first conclusion that 
contemporary hobby knitting reflects Glassie's notion of tradition as reflecting the past 
but also meeting the needs of the present (2003, 176). Though they have respect for the 
utilitarian forms their grandmothers produced, the objects today's hobby knitters make 
demonstrate they are not interested in preserving knitting exactly as it was practiced in 
the past. What is important to many knitters is making objects that fulfill immediate 
needs, just as did the objects members of their families produced in previous generations. 
As mentioned in chapter three, knitters enjoy producing warm winter garments that recall 
the strictly functional knitting of previous generations, but also produce items that 
symbolize modern frivolousness, such as the cat beds Martina makes, and fashion 
accessories that reflect popular culture. 
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Another example of how the tradition of knitting is evolving is the balance 
knitters find between their ideals of using natural materials, which are in keeping with the 
past, and their acceptance of synthetic yarns, which may be more functional. Their desire 
to use natural fibres comes less from a puritanical, preservationist, elitist point of view 
and more from their notions of what is sustainable. They balance their desire to use 
natural materials with their recognition that their grandmothers' main concern was not the 
materials they knit with but producing objects that served the user as efficiently as 
possible, in terms of durability and economy. 
Some knitters use the act of knitting as a hobby, along with the objects they 
produce, to demonstrate their conformity to traditional social values. Knitters such as 
Lewis and Erin feel these values still persist in rural places but are being eroded by the 
pressures of modern urban living. For example, Erin uses knitting to combat the mass-
consumption and anonymity she witnesses in contemporary urban Western society. She 
believes part of the key to a better way of life is through awareness of the materials and 
production process of the everyday objects she uses. Erin said, 
I wanted to learn to knit because I was really interested in being able to do 
more things for myself, and not be buying things from some big company. 
I mean, I know that you still have to buy your wool and your needles but if 
you buy Briggs & Little's yarn or something, then that's a good ol' 
Atlantic Canadian company, and that's better than the Gap or something. 
So that was part of it and the other part of [my reason for learning to knit] 
was wanting to be attached to the things that my ancestors have been 
doing for a long time. Because they didn't have a choice, they had to 
make all of their own stuff. So I wanted that independence and that 
connection (11-26-05). 
Erin favours natural materials because she believes they are more ecologically correct 
and also appreciates the feeling of connectedness with rural Newfoundlanders, who once 
produced their own wool, when she uses this fibre. Nevertheless, her desire to maintain 
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connecuons w1th her family mou•-ated Enn to put asodc her pn:fcn:nce for pure woolm 
order to Lnot Phcntc• shppers (Figure ~?).Just a.• her grandmothcrdld Enn cxplarned. 
You Lno" those slippers \\ith the checkers• I'; an dod a mol loon of those 
•hppers And I actually went a.nd bought Phcnte\ \\hen she doed to knot 
thc:ie slippers for all of my cousons Well,ot actually never matcnahzed 
hceausc I found that I( [the Phentex yam] used 10 •lop. lot rm used to 
workong woth natural fabrics and I found thos stuff octuall} really dofficult 
to work woth and I couldn't get it to go but I'm hopong to get that done 
<Oonc toone in my life because we always had these sllppc" as kods ( 11-26-
05). 
Fogurc 47 Phentex slippers belonging to the author. 
Knilling m the presence ofher great aunts, as I discu~scd in chapter two, provides 
Erin with a way co bndge che generation gap on their relationship, and also with 
reassurance that despite their different social contexcs tllC)' ~hare a common culture. 
Knonong for other.., as discussed in chapter three, " Fnn's mean.' of conlnbuting co her 
communo"' s m~ of the "Ott women <uch as her grandmother did. a.nd of the 
objtcb people had poor to the penasoon of mass productoon a.nd mass consumption in 
Western culture 
My ""'ond conclusion is that lnotung offer.. to<lay's frequently mogmtong 
uobanotes a sense ofbelongong to a unoversal culture that goes beyond Che sense of 
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belonging to a particular place or time. Many of my informants associate knitting with 
rural Newfoundland; however, I believe the combination of their idealization of their 
ancestors' rural lifestyles and their choice to knit as a hobby actually demonstrates a 
longing for community connectedness, which many find lacking in contemporary urban 
lifestyles. The fact of having been involved in some form of migration- either within 
Newfoundland, away from Newfoundland, or to the province- is a link between my 
informants and a factor in their choices to knit. Migrating multiple times over the course 
of their lifetimes is accepted by Kay a, Gillian, Erin, Helen, Martina and Sue as an 
unavoidable reality of the contemporary middle-class lifestyle in Western culture. 
Taking up knitting may serve as an antidote to not having a sense of belonging to a 
particular place. As a form of vernacular technology (Glassie 1992), hand-knit items, as 
well as the process of knitting, offer those who engage with them constant reminders of 
"the validity of their culture" ( 49). 
Though Glassie defines vernacular technology as handmade objects out of 
primary materials, he also states that "the key to vernacular technology is engagement, 
direct involvement in the manipulation of materials and active participation in the process 
of design, construction and use" (1992, 52). Hobby knitters clearly share Glassie's belief 
that manipulating materials and customizing the design of objects to meet individuals' 
needs is culturally significant. Some hobby knitters, such as Erin, favour natural 
materials because they view these fibres as environmentally sustainable and because they 
represent the legacy ofhuman interaction with other species and with the natural 
environment. However, as the story of Erin's Phentex slippers illustrates, knitters may 
find materials significant for personal reasons as well. Hobby knitters are highly aware 
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of the symbolism of the materials they choose so they carefully consider their options and 
choose materials for practical as well as ideological reasons. 
Hobby knitters' recycling efforts are their way of using readily available 
resources from their environments. Buying second-hand clothing and breaking it down 
into its component parts in order to reuse those parts in craft projects mirrors the 
harvesting and manipulation of natural materials engaged in by previous generations. 
Both of these means of obtaining knitting materials reassure knitters of their place in the 
world and of their own abilities. Producing useful objects contributes to knitters' sense 
of self-worth and they feel good about the entire process of production, from choosing 
materials to making design decisions to actually forming loops of yarn to create fabric. 
Finally, though Alexander would argue that hobby knitters are considerably 
removed from the homeostatic, unselfconscious process of design because they use 
written patterns, my research demonstrates that hobby knitters' efforts are a modern 
example of the homeostatic process. Because they are often the builders, users and 
maintainers of the objects they knit, "failures or inadequacies of form lead directly to 
action" (Alexander 50). Martina said, "I don't mind unravelling things two or three times 
to get it exactly right" (11-09-05). When she produces a garment for someone, she does 
not mind taking it back to make alterations or repairs over the course of the object's use. 
She is skilled at both customizing commercial patterns and at inventing her own designs 
to fill the individual needs of the users ofher knitwear, such as items for her girlfriend's 
mother who uses a wheelchair. According to Alexander the basic principle in the 
homeostatic process is that adaptation to misfits and non-reaction to good fits produces 
static equilibrium which is constantly, albeit slowly, evolving. Knitters' tendency to 
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repeat their successes and to either unravel or else never reproduce items or patterns that 
are unpopular or unsuccessful is a part of this process. Many hobby knitters take pride in 
always incorporating some of their own innovation into commercial patterns, but do not 
feel confident to create objects entirely from their own designs; thus I believe printed 
patterns are a help rather than a hindrance to the continuance of knitting in Newfoundland 
tradition. 
In addition, St. John's' hobby knitters are clearly contributing to the process of 
the evolution of Newfoundland knitting because they create new designs based on 
commercial patterns, old forms and traditional aesthetics. For example, Hazel designed 
mittens with moose and puffin motifs on them which reflect and respect notions of 
traditional Newfoundland knitting so faithfully that both Newfoundlanders and tourists 
who see them assume they are made from historic patterns. Although the motifs on the 
mittens are Hazel's original designs, she used a mitt her grandmother knit as a guide for 
the form of her new mittens. Hazel said, "A lot of tourists are coming around and asking 
me ifl've got a book of traditional Newfoundland patterns and I'm sure with a little bit of 
guidance and knowing where to go and what to do I could make one and sell tonnes of 
them" (11-17-05). Hazel believes people's perception of her mitten designs as traditional 
is inaccurate and in order to produce a book of traditional Newfoundland patterns she 
would have to research in the provincial archives. She says she would like to do this 
because she would like to "revive the old patterns" (11-17-05). However, according to 
the theories of Glassie and Alexander, Hazel's designs are indeed part of traditional 
Newfoundland knitting because she takes elements of old forms and refashions them with 
motifs which appeal to present day tastes. In addition, despite Hazel's modesty in 
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asserting her patterns are not traditional because they are not historically documented, the 
importance to most knitters, and to others who experience knitted items, is not that the 
knitted objects are certifiably authentic but that they provide quality experiences and 
sentiments that remind them ofthe past (Pocius 2005). 
Public knitting groups, such as Knit Out Night at Wool Trends and also Stitch 'n 
Bitch groups, recall the culture of visiting that Pocius documented in Calvert ( 1991) 
because the activity around which they revolve connotes everydayness and inspires a 
sense of intimacy among participants. They offer knitters a way of fitting into their busy 
urban existences an element of rural culture which they feel enhances their lives and the 
community by making a link between diverse members of the population. These knitting 
events provide women of varying backgrounds with opportunities to reinforce one 
another's values and experiences, to relax in women-centered spaces and to make 
feminist statements. As discussed in chapter four, knitters use gatherings such as Knit 
Out Night to enjoy both passive and productive pleasures; the relaxation of spending 
focused time on knitting with others who share their hobby and their values allows 
women to amass strength for making subtle but significant shifts in power in their 
relationships. Most importantly, whether they knit on their own or in groups, in public 
spaces or at home, opting to spend leisure time on this activity so firmly associated with 
women has the effect of linking knitters to women's culture, to a sense of belonging as 
Newfoundlanders, to specific Newfoundland communities, and to their families' past. 
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Appendix: Informant Profiles 
Informants who attended Knit Out Night: 
Hazel Abbott, the owner of Wool Trends, started her business selling yarn and 
knitting supplies seven years ago. She is 55 years-old. Hazel's enthusiasm for getting 
knitters together for social events is motivated not only by her business interests but also 
by her own interest in knitting as a hobby. She has a fantasy of some night getting a 
group of knitters to "take over Starbucks." Hazel says that knitting is like yoga because 
the rhythmic act of knitting is relaxing and it helps her to clear her mind. 
She learned to knit from her father, who was a fisherman, when she was a little 
girl growing up in Musgrave Harbour. Hazel remembers seeing her father mending 
fishing nets with a shuttle and wanting to learn to do what he was doing. Hazel said her 
father didn't want to teach her to make fishing nets because he said, "that's not for girls." 
He told Hazel to get some wool and some knitting needles from her mother and he taught 
her to knit. 
Helen Ball is a 45-year-old social work professor at Memorial University of 
Newfoundland. She lives in downtown St. John's with her three cats. She grew up in 
Caledon, a farming region of Ontario about an hour drive from Toronto, but was inspired 
to move to Newfoundland after she came to visit a friend, in St. John's, in 1993. One of 
her enduring memories ofthat first trip is of the elaborate hand-knit sweaters she saw for 
sale at prices far lower than those in Ontario. Helen was eager to buy Newfoundland 
knitwear but she was also inspired by these garments to relearn to knit. 
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Helen first learned to knit as a child, from her mother. She took up knitting again 
two years ago because she was drawn to the colours and textures of wool she saw in a 
large knitting store she visited with a friend in Toronto. She favours simple stitches and 
patterns so the beauty of the colours of the wool are highlighted to their full extent. 
Sue Curwin moved to Paradise, Newfoundland, two years ago in order for her 
husband, Mike, to take a job. She is originally from Muncton, New Brunswick, and is 
anxiously looking forward to moving back to the Maritimes, as soon as her husband is 
able to transfer. Sue is 39 years of age. An important issue in her life for the past several 
years has been her inability to conceive and her struggles with the adoption system - Sue 
has recently decided to give up trying to become a mother. Sue is currently unemployed 
but she is working on writing a business plan for a second hand clothing store that she 
will start up once she moves away from Newfoundland. She says that these days she 
contributes to the family, economically, by doing home repairs and decorating which will 
make their house more valuable when they move. 
Sue was taught to knit by her grandmother when she was a child but at that time, 
she found knitting purposeless. A year and a half ago, however, Sue asked a co-worker, 
at the call centre where she was employed, to show her how to knit so that Sue could 
make her own dishcloths. 
Martina White lives with her girlfriend in the basement apartment of her parents' 
house in Mount Pearl, a suburb of St. John's. She is 37 years of age and is happily 
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employed at Convergys, a call centre that offers telecommunications technical support to 
people who call from the United States. Martina enjoys her job and the social contacts 
she has with her coworkers but she finds the work uncreative and lacking Newfoundland 
community context. Knitting and doing other crafts are ways Martina asserts her 
membership in Newfoundland community and contributes to insuring the persistence of 
traditional practices and aesthetics. Martina grew up in a suburb of St. John's but she has 
relatives in Buchans and having learned to knit from her grandmother, Martina associates 
knitting with Newfoundland heritage, especially her family's rural roots. 
Kathleen Winter is a 46-year-old fiction and poetry writer who lives in Holyrood, 
a community fifty kilometres away from St. John's, with her husband and two daughters. 
She was born in England but grew up in Newfoundland; after, she graduated from 
journalism school, in Ottawa, she moved back to St. John's. Kathleen was inspired to 
learn to crochet by her admiration for her grandmother's crochet skills. She said that 
learning to blend different fibres and materials in crochet has helped her to blend reality 
and fantasy in the stories she writes. Pure wool or other natural fibres are her preferred 
materials for crochet and Kathleen enjoys the challenge of restricting herself to materials 
that she finds on sale and second hand but she is also open to sometimes using new 
materials and acrylics that appeal to her senses. 
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Informants who did not attend Knit Out Night: 
Kaya Anderson-Payne is 21 years of age and currently studying in the Women's 
Studies Department, at Memorial University of Newfoundland. Though she grew up in 
St. John's, she spent some years of her childhood with her grandparents on the West 
Coast of the island and has an affinity for rural living. She attributes her drive to be 
constantly productive to the influence of her parents' whom she says are both extremely 
hard-working- her father is a folk musician and her mother is a civil servant. Kaya uses 
knitting as a way to feel, and to appear, productive while satisfying her desire to have 
creative control. Knitting for Kaya is a feminist statement and a means of demonstrating 
her anti-hegemonic political ideals. 
I came to know Lewis Cranford through the St. John's Storytelling Circle's 
monthly gatherings. As amateur storytellers preformed, I sat in the audience knitting and 
Lewis introduced himself as a fellow knitter and volunteered to be interviewed for this 
study. 
Lewis has worked for Aliant, the regional telephone company, for eighteen years; 
he is responsible for repairs to the message management system. Lewis is forty years of 
age. Though he enjoys his job and the home he owns in a suburban neighbourhood, he 
admires the more rural lifestyle he grew up with in Polish Point, near Bay Roberts. 
Though Lewis is not currently working on any knitting projects, he would like to have 
more time for such productive activities. Knowing how to knit and having other creative 
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self-sufficiency skills, such as auto mechanics, are symbols of his rural Newfoundland 
and family identities. 
Laura Pomeroy is the owner of the homebrew shop in downtown, St. John's, 
called Wine Kitz. She is 37 years of age and lives with her husband and daughter, near 
Bowring Park, in St. John's. Laura moved to St. John's from Gander when she was four 
years old. She learned to knit as a child from a friend's mother and has kept up the 
practice on and off ever since. Laura knits mostly socks, sweaters and dishcloths both as 
gifts for her relatives and for anyone who asks her to knit and supplies her with the 
materials. Laura's other hobbies include bicycling and marathon running. 
I saw her knitting when I went into her store one day and asked her if she would 
like to be an informant for my research. Like some other knitters, she agreed to 
participate but she also modestly downplayed the significance of her own knitting and 
suggested that I might speak with some more accomplished knitters. Over the course of 
our conversations and as a result of thinking about my questions, such as "how could 
your knitting be seen as a feminist statement," Laura said that she realized that knitting 
has significance that reminds her of important familial relationships. 
Erin Sharpe is substitute music teacher, who lives in downtown St. John's. She is 
25 years of age. Though Erin grew up in St. John's, she also has family on the West 
Coast ofNewfoundland and she feels an affinity for her rural roots. Erin uses knitting as 
a way to routinely remind herself of her family's history, especially her mother's Micmac 
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and French ancestry. She tends to favour natural fibres and historic knitting patterns but 
she is open to new materials, such as Phentex acrylic yam, and she believes that 
traditional knitting designs and methods must be allowed to evolve. Erin believes that 
handmade objects are intrinsically valuable because of the human effort that goes into 
designing and producing them. Knitting, for Erin is a way of aligning herself with 
traditional producers and against large-scale commercial production that she feels 
jeopardizes communities and Newfoundland culture. 
I met Erin, in the fall of 2005, at the Memorial University of Newfoundland 
Folklore Society conference, at which I presented my research on the significance of 
trigger mitts. 
Gillian Strong is a 24-year-old student at the Anna Templeton Centre for Craft, 
Art and Design in downtown St. John's. Though she is enrolled in the Textile Studies 
Program, which aims to train professional craftspeople, Gillian's career goal is to become 
a therapist and to use crafts in her work with people with disabilities. Gillian grew up in 
the suburbs of St. John's but she did not learn to knit until she left Newfoundland and 
lived in Vancouver. Knitting was a tool for her to combat the loneliness of being away 
from home, family and familiar culture. 
I met Gillian at a housewarming party of some acquaintances which we attended 
in the fall of2005. Gillian was wearing a pale pink cowgirl hat which she sewed herself 
out of Fun Fur fabric so I was anxious to learn more about her creative efforts; upon 
discovering that she knits, I asked to interview her. 
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